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almost as though thorke chaps at Twin
japan have been listening into our QS0's. A
full feature transceiver no bigger than your
average lunch box but spOrting all bands, HI , +
8M + 2M.
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■ 100 Watts on HE
■ 100 Watts on Six
II 50 Watts on Two
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Available before I the end of 1997

R Large LCD window
■ Spectrum Scope
■ Auto MU built in
■ 100 Memories

■ Effective Noise Blanker
■ Auto DSP for Noise

has arrived!

canceling, Notch &

5 W Output with
WBFM & AM PX

Passband

Small compact size

■ !fever built in
■ General Coverage

£349
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For those of you who kept requesting a base
station version of the
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EXPLORER 1200 used by GB 100F
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to celebrate the centenary of Marconi's first
radio transmission across water. Over 5,(X)0
QSO's in 4 days, 124 DXCC countries.
"As its name implies the Eaphrrer let us do just that. E Lir!~ the
ether without let or hindrance. it was brilliant"...
Glyn Jones. Chairman Barry ARS
;., ntrvtre

HUNTER 750 used by GB500JC

750

1111
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in the first ever QS() with tier Majesty the Queen
his ,pscial event station nas set up to celebrate John Cabot's
'Voyage of Disoner . hum Bristol to Nev. linindland on hoard
the Matthew
RadCom. August 1497
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2m DISCOVERY, a contest winner
At his first attempt, Tim Booth G4YTD, won
the May County Multiplier (single op, 6hi1
using a 2m Discovery and Yaesu FT736.
For ref iew of both 2m and bin Discos cry see October PW)

sfreezai

644.4,40144
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(must end Dec. 31st)

HUNTER 750
with rugged Amperes 3-500ZG
valve runs a cool 71)0W R MS 0/P
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Phone/Fax now for details
01964 - 550921
or Email: peterq_blinearampuk.u-net.com
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Ciag 4/5/S4/1/9 Wag
the mast to a safe height at a pre-determined
wind speed These masts are powered down
so that one does not have the problem with
the usual telescopic masts whereby it is difficult to lower them when the winds get up.
I was much impressed both by the masts and
by this safety device - food for thought!

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

The Tokyo IlamFair was one of the highlights of the past two months for me I last
visited the HamFair in 1995 and since then
it has moved to a new location known as the
Tokyo Big Sight area The hall is modern
and massive and, despite a 30% Increase in
entrance charges, the HainFair seemed as
busy as previously with over 50,000 visitors
during the three days. It is an extremely well
organised function with the main manufacturers having huge stands. I think there were
around 20 staff manning the Yaesu stand
alone! Despite the numbers, the two halls
did not seem that crowded and there were
lots of youngsters around.

At the other extreme I noticed a logging
program running under the Japanese version
of Windows 95 on a miniature Toshiba Libretto 60CT computer. This was being marketed by the CQ Ham Radio Magazine.
These machines are only 1 lcm. x 21cm.
with a 15cm. TFT colour display and very
lightweight. I am not sure about their power
consumption or the size of the power supplies but I felt they would be an ideal tool
for those going on one-person DXpeditions.
Perhaps we shall see a logging program for
a Libretto available in Europe before too
long!

Yaesu provided a special booth for Martti
Laine 0112BH and myself Martti was in
great form handing out QSLs for many of
his recent DXpeditions including the
C211311 effort and there was a continuous
flow of JA DXers to our corner. IOTA was
again given great support by Yaesu and I
distributed thousands of IOTA car stickers
and brochures in Japanese. IOTA's profile is
building rapidly in Japan and, with our
Japanese checkpoint being established on 1
January 1998, we should see a huge influx
of Japanese participants in the IOTA Programme. Also on show was the fourth IOTA
rig, another FT-900AT in a splash-proof
case with switched-mode power supply.
This is loaned by Yaesu Japan to JA DXers
wanting to activate IOTA islands.

JA DXERS MEETING
Running in parallel with the HamFair was
the meeting of the DXers which was very
ably organised by Zorro JH1AJT. I had not
planned to give a presentation on IOTA but
I just happened to have my slides of the
presentation "This is IOTA" with me so I
was asked to fill a 20 minute slot. The
meeting was well attended with around 300
JA DXers attending the presentations and
buffet afterwards. IOTA got a high profile at
the DX meeting. There were three other
presentations and each one involved IOTA
islands. Ralph KOIR talked about Heard Island (AN-003), Eric SMOAGD talked about
his DXpeditions in the 1980s to the remote
Colombian islands of Bajo Nuevo (NA-132)
and Serrana Bank (NA-133), Ron ZLIAMO
showed a video of his operations from the
Tokelau Is (OC-048). A buffet followed the
presentations and all the overseas DXers
were treated like royalty. It was a great evening and a senior official of the North Ko-

There was a huge range of equipment on
show at the HamFair. I spotted two items
that interested me. The first was a display of
masts made by US Towers - all telescopic
but unguyed and extremely heavy and wellengineered. Their Japanese agent had designed a safety device incorporating a windspeed indicator that automatically lowered
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Sunday.

WPX 1997 CW
G4UOL QRP ENTRY

I am very pleased with the improved QSO
total from last years 624q and also the overall score increase from 302k to 438k. I
searched and pounced throughout the contest and operated around 30hrs...90 per cent
of the QSOs were made on Saturday, but
some good DX was worked on Sunday. 72
countries were worked.

I recently mentioned my score to Alan,
G3PMR, at the HF Convention, in the above
contest and thought I would hastily write a
short article for the magazine. I guess the
main question is how did I achieve over 700
CW QSOs in the CQWPX CW contest in
May at near enough sunspot minimum, running 5 watts to an indoor antenna!

I worked 520 unique calls and the best DX:
40m ZL, KP4, EX, VPS, 3V and 7X
20m CE, JA, 4L, SVS, ZD8, 3V and 6V
15m PY, ZP and 4X
10m EA6 and 9H

As most of you know I operate for two solid
weeks a year as GD4UOL, with a high
power (100W) signal and enter the CQWW
contest each year. One thing I have learnt
from that contest is that the only way at this
part of the cycle to get QSOs running 100w
in that contest is by searching and pouncing.
That approach has built up that skill enormously, properly to the detriment of my
score in CQWW as I am usually told after
the contest - where were you? I did not hear
you. Have you tried to hold a frequency in
CQWW with 100w?

I am not sure about one call, the guy either
cannot send CW very well or the call was
correct as 8SL5PFP can anyone confirm
this?
So, thanks to all who worked me and in
spite of calling 3DA and JY8 who did not
respond I had a lot of fun.
See you Nov in CQWW with a mighty
100w as GD4UOL! The contest was great
fun and working real DX on 5w is a big

This years WPX CW contest had similar
conditions to the 1996 contest. Plenty of activity from around the globe. I sent in my
score to 425 DX news on the Internet and
wrote the following:

thrill as you can imagine. My attitude in all
contests is forget about the antenna (as long
as you know it works reasonably well!), and
just concentrate your efforts on the QSO
rate and score. I operate as though my 5w is
really 400w and so far, apart from a few
guys, most hear me after a few attempts.
There is one problem though operating once
a year as GD4UOL and that is the ops who
hear UOL and immediately think they have
worked GD.

CQ WORLD WIDE WPX CONTEST 1997
Call: G4UOL; Country: England; Mode:
CW; Category: Single Operator QRP/all
band; Club Affiliation: CHILTERN DX
CLUB
Total claimed score was 438,575.

Oh, finally, the antenna set up. Well it's a
full size G5RV in a large loft. One leg is
almost in a straight line with about 6 feet
hanging vertically and the other leg is 90
degrees to it and again almost fully in the
air. So, with QRP, no TVI and the right attitude you can get a decent score. Now I
wonder if I will come in the top ten?

All reports sent were 599, unless otherwise
noted .
Equipment Description: TS930S Indoor
G5RV. Power limited to 5w due to indoor
antenna!
Whew, what a slog! This year's contest was
a quite a challenge with great condx on Saturday, apart from 10m, but awful condx on

73 de G4UOL/GD4UOL
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Submit your 1997 CQWW SSB log files to:
SSB@cqww.corn

Submit your 1997 CQWW CW log files to:
CW@cqww.corn

Submit any questions, at any time, to:
questions@cqww.com

Remember...
1) We prefer ASCII files, NOT binary files.
2) Name the file using YOUR CALLSIGN!
(Eg: KR2Q.all or KR2Q.dat or KR2Q.bin)
3) Send in a SUMMARY SHEET file
(yourcall.sum) along with #2 (above).
4) Use YOUR CALLSIGN and MODE
(CW or SSB) for the SUBJECT (Eg.: KR2Q
SSB).
5) SSB and CW logs go to SEPARATE addresses (see above)! Do NOT send both
CW and SSB together!
6) The E-domain [cqww.com ] is for the
CQWW DX contest only (Oct/Nov)...not
the WPX, not the CQ-160, and not any
ARRL contests.
You may forward any questions to me
(KR2Q) at:
DougKR2Q®aol.com

Or, you may directly contact the Contest Director (K3EST) at:
K3EST®netcom.com

de Doug (KR2Q) for the CQWW Contest
Committee
TOP SITES
If you have World Wide Web access, then
take a look at CTIBOH's web site, which
has some great information, especially in respect of the CQWW contests. It is at
http://www.qsl.net/ctlboh/index.html

"Hi contesters. As for taking "cat naps", you
should be aware of this:
"Some of the CQWWCC members studied
WHEN unique, busted, bad, etc. calls occur
in log. It was found that the greatest number of errors occur when the entrant first
gets on (or back on) the radio. Some other
CQWWCC members have discussed (especially for m/s or m/m) having the newly
awakened operator practice on PED (or
some other contest simulator software) for
half an hour BEFORE being allowed to sit
back down in front of the rig. THINK
ABOUT IT!
"On a personal note, I find that it is
PSYCHOLOGICALLY satisfying to take
some sleep. Even though I might be feeling
fresh, I like to force myself to stop, just because part of me THINKS it is what I should
do. A short walk outside often feels real
good too and then I can skip the sleep bit
altogether ..or at least for a while longer.
"de Doug KR2Q"
CONTEST SOFTWARE
For next time I would like to say a bit about
the software currently being used for contesting. I assume that the popular packages
among CDXC members continue to be CT,
TR, NA, LOG and Super-Duper, but I
would be like to know which you prefer and
why, and whether this varies according to
the particular contest you are taking part in.
Are some packages preferable for multiradio, for "assisted", etc? Do you have any
pet gripes (like not being able to vary the
"sent" report!). Do you use specialist software for local contests (e.g. the program developed by the Italians for AR!). Drop me a
line, by letter or e-mail, at least a week before Bren's newsletter deadline.
73 Don G3XTT, NK1G

NOT TOPICS
Apropos the piece last time about staying
awake during contests, I found this post
from KR2Q on the Contest Reflector of
particular interest:

coxeMPOT77/ERZE1

rean government gave us an update on the
licensing position in P5. More about that
later.

VISIT TO Jill A.IT'S QTH
On the Sunday afternoon I was invited to
mountain top QTH of Zorro JHIAJT. This
was another wonderful experience and what
an incredible QTH it is! It is on the top of a
mountain south of Yokohama and overlooks
the Pacific. Zorro is the world's top DXer
on 10 metres and has stacked Yagis (10 over
10) at around 150 feet. There were five towers altogether ranging from 100 to 200 feet
and carrying many beams, the largest of
which was a two element beam for 80 metres. On most other bands there were
stacked monobanders. And to cap it all
counted six separate stations each fully
equipped. I listened in the middle of the
evening to some "DXers" in Europe on 80
metres SSB coming in on the long path. But
I could not raise them - they seemed to be
more interested in talking to themselves!
Many of the local DXers joined us at
Zorro's QTH. Again, we were wonderfully
entertained - the scallops caught in the
morning from the Pacific and barbecued
were a real treat for me.

701A OPERATION FROM TILE
YEMEN
Franz DJ9ZB was an active participant in
the HamFair and in the JA DXers meeting
and it was interesting to see the original
documentation for the recent 701A DXpedition where Hans and Zorro JFI1AJT were
the operators. Members will know that the
DXCC desk will not allow this 701A operation for credit Having seen the documents including the various permits to operate and the original licence issued by the
South Yemen government it all looked extremely sound to me. The problems seem to
have arisen because the North and South
Yemeni government departments did not get
their acts together. This is of course now
one country but there seems to be a great
deal of friction between the two parts The
main government seat is in North Yemen

and they reported to the DXCC desk that the
operation was unlicensed whereas the people in the south issued a licence. Had an
IOTA operation taken place off the coast of
South Yemen with the paperwork that I was
shown for 701A I would personally have
been pushing the IOTA Committee for
credit to have been allowed. So we have a
situation where the central government said
the operation was not licensed although a
very powerful regional government allowed
it. There is an interesting parallel to the recent P5 operation by Marni as 0112E1E1/P5.

NORTH KOREA
At the buffet evening of the JA DXers
meeting Mr. Shin Sugyong, Vice President
of the Korean Amateur Athletic Association
in Japan, reported as follows. "Regarding to
the fact that the OH representatives made
radio transmissions from P5, we inquired of
the Department of Foreign Affairs, the
Ministry of Telecommunications and the
State Sports Committee of the Republic and
we conclude that no one has invited the OH
representative for the purpose of radio
communications and no one has permitted
their radio transmission." He also said in-

terestingly, that he believed that Zorro
JHIAJT would be granted the first PS licence. I understand that this could be as
early as April 1998 but time will tell
So where does this leave Martti's operation?
Martti's licence was issued in the North Korean consulate in Helsinki with the full
knowledge of the North Korean government
and there is no doubt as to its validity The
operation took place from a special regional
development zone where the North Koreans
are trying to attract business from outside
the country From what I have heard and
seen the DXCC desk was right to accept the
OFT2131-11P5 operation and one can only conclude that there has been some poor communications within the North Korean government However. the encouraging message is that a fully fledged operation could
be on the air from P5 within the next nine to
twelve months

1 talked to Mr. Shin Sugyong through an
interpreter after his presentation I have absolutely no doubt that the above report is
correct lie asked me to visit North Korea
and said that the necessary visas could be
arranged, however, arranging the amateur
licence may be a little more difficult!

vention and had a great time working strings
of JAs on 15 and 20 metres SSB. It was
really great to see a highly competent JA
operator working a JA pile-up Yoichi developed a great rhythm at around three
QSOs a minute The discipline was remarkable - we Europeans could learn so much.
About 5 JAs who did not speak English said
this was their first G contact!

The rest of my visit to Tokyo was just as
memorable with visits to Mount Fuji and a
trip on the bullet train. I even managed to
find my way around the Tokyo subway and
to Akihabra, a huge area full of stores supplying electronic and electrical equipment. I
flew by ANA - All Nippon Airlines. This
was the first time 1 had used this carrier they were extremely courteous and efficient.

matic 59. This cost me a lecture from
GW4CC, who complained bitterly that I was
slowing him down by forcing him to log a
signal report other than the 59 which his
software presumably enters as the default.
The final tally was 175 QSOs and 57 counties on 15m, plus 87 QSOs and 38 counties
on 10m, for a claimed score of 74,670
points.

CDXC AWARDS
At the DX Dinner 1 was delighted to be able
to present CDXC trophies as follows:
•

The CDXC Certificate of Merit awarded
to the Heard Island 1997 VKOIR DXpedition inscribed "In recognition of an
outstanding, unselfish contribution to
the field of Amateur Radio DXing". This

HF AND IOTA CONVENTION WINDSOR

Certificate of Merit takes the form of a
plaque with silver colour base and black
letters.

This is always a great weekend and this one
was in my view, well up to standard. The
highlights for me were the Friday IOTA
Buffet chaired by Martin G3ZAY and the
Saturday IOTA Dinner chaired by Bob
G3PJT There was a very good turnout of
CDXC members and my thanks to those
who helped to man the CDXC room. We recruited around 12 new members - this was
great news. Several who had previously attended as day visitors stayed overnight and
commented on how much they had enjoyed
their week-end. There was a very comprehensive and interesting lecture programme
with something for everyone and the raffle
generated around £1400.00 for the RSGB
DXpedition Fund. Our thanks to all those
who contributed raffle prizes including the
star prize donated by Barry G4RK0 of
Yaesu UK (an FT-900 won by Nigel
G4VJM) and a Timewave DSP filter donated by Mike G3SED of Nevada Communications.

•

The CDXC Plaque for the leading G
station in the CQ WW SSB Contest high
power - single operator section - Robert
GIOKOW

•

The CDXC Plaque for the leading G
station in the CQ WW CW Contest high
power - single operator section - Andrew GIONWG as operator of GIOKOW

•

CDXC Plaques for the leading G stations in the CQ WW SSB and CW
Contest low power - single operator
sections - Steve G4KIV won both
plaques

•

The Pennallt Trophy to Roland G4HSD.

I was also delighted to be able to present, on
behalf of the RSGB IOTA Committee, an
IOTA Premier Plaque to Taizo
GWORTA/JA3AER who has done such a
great job in building the IOTA relationships
with Japan.

Our thanks too to our sponsors Martin
G4IIKS of Martin Lynch and Son and Barry
G4RKO of Yaesu UK, Ltd

Could I encourage members to pursue the
Pennallt Trophy. The rules are shown later
in this newsletter (Ed: see page 15). This
trophy is very attractive indeed and well
worth pursuing.

.

Yoichi JP INWZ who is the Editor of CQ
Ham Radio stayed with us before the con-
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file that LOOKS exactly like a printed log;
it has lots of columns including one for
DATE, TIME, QSO NUMBER BY BAND,
CALLSIGN, FREQ, EXCHANGE, NEW
MULTS, POINTS, etc., and each QSO takes
up one line.
We require TWO files for every electronic
submission:
1. A plain-text ASCII summary sheet, and

All in all, an enjoyable experience, even
though it probably won't put me at the top
of the non-G listings. And, as always, my
thanks to Chris ZS6EZ for his hospitality

2. Your actual log of callsigns, bands, times,
etc.

.

Be sure to NAME your files using your callsign. The summary sheet can be named:
YOURCALL.SUM while the log itself can
be named: YOURCALL.all or
YOURCALL.dat, etc., depending on the
type of file you send. Be sure to actually
use your callsign and not the words, "yourcall." Eg: If your call is XZIA, you would
name your file XZ1A.all or XZ I Asdat. It is
important to keep the correct SUFFIX (after
the "dot"). CT uses all and TR uses .dat.
All types of ASCII files can be sent using
regular E-mail.

AN OPEN LETTER FROM THE COMA/
CONTEST COMMITTEE
SENDING IN YOUR LOG
1996 was the first year that we accepted
electronically submitted (e-mail) logs, and
we are very pleased with the results. We received 1224 individual log files on SSB and
about 1100 on CW! However, 2000 logs
(both modes), which were generated by
computer, were submitted on paper only.
PLEASE send a disk or E-mail entry if you
use a computer. It is much easier for you to
send us a disk or E-mail type submission
than to send us paper. So PLEASE, if you
use a computer to do your log, send us the
FILES, not the paper. E-mailing is so easy
and so inexpensive, there is no reason not to
use it. Even if your log has less than 100
contacts, if you used contest software of any
type, send us the file electronically! Our
goal is to have every entrant who used a
computer to do their logging, send in a log
file.

If you want to E-mail in your binary (bin)
file instead of your ASCII file, you need to
encode it first. We will accept encoded binary files. All popular encoding schemes are
acceptable to E-mail your file, including
UUencode, Base64, and BinHex. Acceptable binary formats are NA: yourcall.QDF;
CT: yourcall.bin. If this is too confusing and
you have a question, send your E-mail
questions to:
questions@cqww.corn

HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR LOG

REMEMBER, we PREFER to receive the
ASCII output files, NOT the binary files.

This year we are changing the preferred type
of file which we would like to receive. We
greatly prefer to receive a plain text, ASCII
file of your log. Acceptable ASCII formats
include: CT software=yourcall.ALL; TR
software—yourcall.DAT; Other fixedcolumn ASCII formats are acceptable. In
case you're not sure just what this is, it is the

For ALL types of submissions, be sure to
put the MODE and the station CALLSIGN
as the SUBJECT for each entry. When you
send in your log, it should automatically be
acknowledged by the server. If we have
trouble reading your file, we may ask you to
send a disk.
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disc) and a signed cover sheet, so that he
can include these with the CDXC entry
within the time allowed by the contest organisers.
RSGB 21/28MHz Phone 1997
I found myself back in South Africa the
week before the RSGB 21/28MHz Phone
contest, so it seemed logical to stay on and
take part in the contest from Chris ZS6EZ's
station. Unfortunately I would have to miss
the last couple of hours in order to catch my
flight home, but there was a good chance of
making a reasonable impact, with the added
enjoyment of being able to compare signals
from the UK gang and see who really were
the loud ones.
I was using an FT-I000MP, TL-922 and
Force 12 C-3 at 60ft, from a hilltop site just
outside Pretoria. By next year there will be a
stack of monobanders for both bands, on a
140ft rotating tower, so perhaps I should already be planning to go back! But nevertheless, reports on my signal were favourable right from the start. I began on 15 metres, and worked a steady stream of stations,
with G3SEM G3NLY G3TTJ G3OZF and
GW3YDX putting in some of the loudest
signals. It was apparent early on that, from
Africa, my serious competition would come
from Brian 9J2B0, who was running steadily on 15 at a similar rate to myself.
I had heard absolutely nothing on 10m, so at
0830, 90 minutes into the contest, when
G3OZF called and suggested a QSY to 10, I
was a little sceptical. However, there he
was, 59+, which was the only encouragement I needed to start running on 10. Others
quickly caught on, probably alerted on the
PacketCluster, and I ran 87 stations in the
next 80 minutes, before the rate had dropped
to the point where a return to 15 seemed in
order. The biggest problem was that I was
continually being called by non-G's wanting
a QSO with ZS. I started by working a few
of these, but instead of eliminating the
problem, this just exacerbated it, as others
thought it was OK to call, too. So from then

on I had to be rather more strict. The good
news was that none of the G's I worked had
heard 9J2B0 on 10m, so I was keeping fingers crossed that Brian was unaware of the
opening.
As it happened, this was the first and last
chance I would get to run on 10m. I tried a
couple of times later on, and was certainly
heard in the UK, but very weakly, and I
couldn't hear any of the calling stations. In
contrast, 9J2B0 did get a run going later on
10m, and was apparently S9 when I was
down in the noise. That. of course, is the
plus side of being 1000 miles or so closer to
Europe.
So the remainder of my effort was on 15
metres, with a steady stream of callers, although the band became increasingly noisy
as the day wore on, and many of the G stations were weaker, possibly because most of
them were by then beaming west to take advantage of what I understand was an excellent opening to the US.
As before when I have operated from outside the UK, I was astonished at the variation in the signal strengths of 0 stations.
Most of the very loud ones were predictable,
and I mentioned several of them above.
Then there was a layer a couple of S points
weaker, typified for example by GOOPB
(barefoot to a tribander), G3GIQ (also running barefoot on this occasion) and even
G4JVG (barefoot to a dipole). A little
weaker still, I was pleased to work several
UK mobile stations, not loud but perfectly
Q5. Which leaves me wondering why there
are so many G stations who were two or
three S points weaker still, and a real struggle to copy. To some extent it may be due to
propagation, and some may be entering the
QRP category. But some of it must be due
to ineffective antenna systems, or very poor
QTH' s.
Because of this variability in signal
strengths, and because the rates were low
enough to make it straightforward, I gave
"actual" signal reports rather than an auto-

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY
Our marketing initiatives continue. We recruited some 12 new members at the HF
Convention. A big welcome to the new
members. Later on in the year we will be
writing to all new DXCC and IOTA participants and cluster users. Thanks to John
G4PDQ for your help in identifying the latter. I noticed that CDXC got three mentions
in RadCom in September - in SWL News
(thanks Bob BRS 32525), HF News (thanks
John G3FKM) and in my IOTA column.
Our AGM and Summer Social was written
up in the September edition of the CQ Ham
Radio Japan magazine and included four
colour pictures. I think Trish my XYL was
quite surprised to see her picture with the
bouquet presented by Don G3OZF! Thank
you Taizo GWORTA again for your support.
91140C
Later in this newsletter you will see the latest Spratly Island 9MOC press release issued
by our Publicity Officer Don G3XTT. I do
not want to duplicate Don's press release
here but there have been several important
developments recently involving CDXC
members and friends.
I believe everyone knows that Yaesu are
providing 6 complete stations. We were
having some difficulties in finalising the arrangements for our HF antennas. Thanks to
Mike G3SED of Nevada Communications
we have been given 5 HF beams by Cushcraft. Nevada recently became an agent for
Cushcraft and Mike was able to firm up
these arrangements very quickly indeed.
After the DXpedition these antennas will
become the property of the CDXC and they
will be available for members to use. They
comprise 1 A3WS beam for the WARC
bands, 2 A3S tribanders, 1 full-sized 3 element beam (203 CD), add-on kits for 30m.
(A103) and 30/40m. (A743) and a six element six metre Yagi (A506S). This is great
news for the DXpedition and also for
CDXC. Thanks Mike G3SED. We are planning to have phased verticals on 30 metres

The 9MOC LF antenna farm has grown
somewhat since my last report. We are now
planning to have four-squares on both 40
and 80 metres. I will be taking my 80 metre
four-square which uses Gladiator centreloaded verticals. At the time of writing I am

testing this out at home and it seems very
effective. Bob Myers WIXT of Gladiator
Verticals has agreed to provide full-sized
verticals for a 40 metre four-square. On top
band we will have a Rattle Creek Special
which can also he used on 80 metres and 40
metres. There is also a strong possibility that
we may have one of the base station versions of the new German Titanex verticals
again for top hand, 80 and 40 metres. Ibis is
82 feet high and should do a great job - the
main problem to be overcome is shipping it
in the charter aircraft from Kota Kinabalu to
Layang Layang in the Malaysian Spratly
Islands.
Martin 041IKS of Martin Lynch and Son
has provided some 800 metres of Westtlex
coax, some Heil headsets and other accessories for which we are very grateful. •thank
you Martin.
Nearly all the material is now at Further
Felden including six masts. Everything will
be shipped in one large specially-made case
in mid-November and will arrive in Kota
Kinabalu in early January in good time for
the operation in February. We will have a
back up antenna for virtually every band and
we will be able to have two stations on one
band when needed.
9MOC seems to have caught the imagination
of several of the leading DX associations
and we have already received substantial
contributions from NCDXF,
INDEXA, Clipperton DX Club and
CADXA
The RSGB HF Committee which is chaired
by Cohn G3PSM has donated £2000 00 to
9MOC from the RSGR DXpedition Fund
There has not been a similar UK-lead
DXpedition for many years and the Committee believes that this DXpedition will

greatly heighten the profile of the UK in the
world of DXing and HE radio Our thanks to
Cohn (J3PSM and the HE Committee for
your most generous contribution.
Some personal contributions have also been
received from Carl G3PE.M and Tony
GW4VEQ. Thank you Gentlemen Zorro
J111 AJT sent S1000.00 - a must generous
gesture We are continuing to seek funding
as some very high costs are involved in this
DXpedition. The charter of the aircraft to
and from Layang-Layang costs around
£3500 00 alone so all contributions are welcome!
The Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board
has agreed to provide the QSL cards and the
Sabah Tourism Promotion Board is assisting
us with accommodation before and after the
operation. Reliance Pacific, the resort owners, are also supporting us with some very
competitive rates for our accommodation
packages.
Mike G3SED has joined the 9MOC team so
bringing to eight the number of the CDXC
members involved. As a reminder they are
Ray G3NOM/9M20M, Don G3OZF, Mike
G3SED, John G3WGV, Don G3XTT, Steve
G4JVG, Tony GOOPB and myself. In addition we have Vince K5VT, Atsu VK2BEX
and Donald 9M6SU and we hope to have a
second Japanese operator. With a team of II
or 12 we hope to keep four stations running
continuously and this is looking feasible if
conditions continue to improve and 10 and
12 metres open up. We should also have
sonic good openings to Japan on 6 metres.
The next two to three weeks will be hectic
as we pre-assemble all the masts and antennas and then ship everything to Kota Kinabalu. There will then be a short lull during which we will finalise our operating
manual and our plans for setting up the stations so that we can maximise air-time when
we are on the island. More news in January
and then we are off. The air tickets are already booked..

SECRETARY'S UPDATE

gleZCONTEST Doff field,

Alan Jubb, G3PMR
It was good to see so many CDXC members
at the RSGB HF & IOTA Convention in
September - many of you wearing the new
CDXC clothing, too, which was also good
to see! I'd like to thank all those who responded to the request for help manning the
CDXC hospitality stand at the Convention.
In particular, I'd like to thank Tony,
GOOPB; Alan, GOSAH; Scott, GOSWG;
Brian, G3LUW, Mike, G4PFF, Steve,
G4UOL; Taizo GWORTA, as well as Committee Members, for helping out.
Talking of CDXC clothing, I am pleased to
announce that, in response to members' requests, we have now added a tie to the range
of clothing available to members. Full details can be found elsewhere in the Newsletter.
The date for the Annual Dinner has been set
for Saturday 21" March, 1998. This date
was chosen to avoid major contests, but also
to ensure that the Spratly team were all back
in the UK. It is planned that the after-dinner
talk at the dinner will be given by one of the
Spratly DXpedition team.
The Spratly DXpedition will be funded by
CDXC to the tune of £300. As many of the
Committee are members of the DXpedition
team, it was felt in this instance that it
would be inappropriate for the entire Committee to be involved in this decision. The
decision on the level of funding that would
be appropriate was left to those members of
the Committee not directly involved in the
DXpedition (G3PJT & G3PMR), under the
direction of G3PJT, supported by other
members of CDXC as G3PJT saw fit. The
amount of £300 represents a 50% increase
over the normal level of funding, which was
felt to be appropriate for a CDXC led project.
At the time of the Convention, a substantial
number of members had still not renewed

Another CDXC newsletter, another contest
column. This one will appear at one of the
busiest times of the contest season, when the
serious contesters amongst us are trying to
juggle our contest activities alongside domestic and business commitments. Sometimes it can be all too easy to get contesting
out of perspective, and the comment was
made to me recently that a significant number of top contesters are unmarried or divorced. That's a high price to pay for success at a hobby, and can be avoided with a
bit of proper care and attention.
I have an apology to make at this point, to
Ivan G3IZD. Ivan wrote to me in good time
for the last newsletter, with a brief write-up
of his IOTA Contest effort, and I had
planned to include it in the last column.
However, due entirely to my own inefficiency, his letter was mislaid and only
turned up again recently during a clear-out
of the shack. So, belatedly, here is Ivan's
IOTA Contest report.

"This year I slept more, ate less, got bitten
less and with a lower QSO total but a marginally better multiplier total achieved a
slightly better score than last year's effort
from Grimsay in the Outer Hebrides.
"Around midnight, at the start of the increased "rest" period in my camp bed I was
disturbed by a noise. A friendly-ish bellow
produced the sound of scampering feet and,
on going out for a look-see, I was amazed to
find that the 8-metre telescopic mast had
been fully lowered, antenna and guys disconnected, and was virtually ready for carrying off! I didn't bother to put it up and
continued with the Butternut. Next time I
shall take a cassette recording of a Rottweiler. I guess they really wanted the mast as
the, by now cool, generator would have
been easier to take away.
"73 and cul, Ivan G3IZD, AE4WIC,
GM3IZD/P"

AFS 1998
"Just a note to tell you of my exploits in the
IOTA Contest. I decided this year to cut the
travelling down a bit, so went to Islay and
operated as usual from a tent in a field (far
less comfortable than the caravan I use in
NFD).

CDXC had a very successful result in this
year's AFS contest, coming first in the CW
event and second in the SSB leg. Next
year's event will run on 11th January (CW)
and 17th January (SSB). Each leg is for four
hours, with the pace fast and furious.

"The rig is FT-1000MP with a butternut and
a low, really low (24ft high) inverted-Vee
doublet for 80m and all those lovely 15
pointers in G/GM. Huh, I should be so
lucky!

Teams for the CW event consist of up to 5
operators, each operating from home, but
with their scores combined for the final
listing. Teams for the SSB event consist of
up to 3 operators. There is nothing to stop
CDXC entering several teams. So, whether
you are a top-notch contest operator, or
simply fancy an opportunity to take part,
brush up your contesting skills, and contribute your score to the CDXC effort, we
would welcome your participation. Don
Beattie, G3OZF, will co-ordinate the CDXC
entry, so please let him know if you are
planning to take part, and ensure that after
the event he receives your log (preferably on

Raw scores (single-op, CW only, 24 hour
(nominal!) section):

QSO
Mutt

80
45
8

40 20
160 513
21
36

QSO points: 4950
Total points: 336600

15
7
3

10
0
0

Total
725
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OPERATE IN JA, V5 AND ZF

Cayman Islands, but it had not been possible
for UK amateurs to operate in Japan.

Steve Telenlus-Lowe, G4JVG
CDXC Vice-Chairman

The new agreement means that UK Full
Class A amateurs visiting Japan can apply
for a Japanese reciprocal callsign and they
will be offered either a Class 1 or a Class 2
Japanese licence. Likewise both Class 1 and
Class 2 Japanese licensees will be able to
apply for a Class A UK callsign.

The RA has recently finalized reciprocal licensing agreements with three new countries: Japan, Namibia and the Cayman Islands.
In the past, there have been UNILATERAL
licensing agreements with Namibia and the

QSLS FROM AFAR
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There has been a reasonable influx of new
members over the past two months, and we
were able to attract around ten new members at the HF Convention. I will distribute
an up to date membership list with the January Newsletter.
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have not yet renewed, please do so. This
will be the last Newsletter for those who do
not renew.

RU 114 41

A51PN
RADIO

their subscriptions for the 1997/98 membership year. A good number did renew at the
Convention, but there is still a considerable
number who have not renewed. The constitution requires all subscriptions to be renewed by October 30 th at the latest. If you
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In the July Newsletter, it was stated that we
would be targeting the entrants of the RSGB
AFS contest as potential members of
CDXC. Having produced a list of these, and
removing those who are already members,
the Committee felt that the bulk of those
remaining on the list were not likely to join
CDXC. Since there would be a significant
amount of work and expenditure to mail
them all, this idea has been shelved. Instead,
we shall be targeting PacketCluster users
and IOTA programme members. This will
be done by December.
On a personal note, my radio activity has
been rather low in the last couple of months,
partly due to lack of time, and partly due to
the winch cable on my mast breaking the
weekend before the HF Convention! I'd
only inspected it two weeks before and decided it was OK - I obviously didn't do a
very good inspection job!! The timing of
this was rather disastrous, as it resulted in
me not having an HF bands antenna for the
K7K, ZK I (North) and 3B9 operations that
took place the week immediately prior to the
Convention. Fortunately, no damage was
sustained to the mast, antenna, and house,
and thanks to the advice and assistance provided by Tennamast and with the help of
Mike, G4PFF, everything is now repaired
and operational again.
Earlier in the year I worked Eliazar, CEOZIS
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in Juan Fernandez, and needed a QSL from
him. The QSL Routes CDROM gives the
manager as CE2RKD, so I sent my QS!. off
there - nothing heard so far. However, one
of the neat things about this CDROM is that
for many DX stations, a picture of the QSI,
card is displayed. This is the case for
CEOZIS, and I noticed a direct address on
the picture, so I also tried that route. I'm
very happy to say that I got a relatively
quick response that way, so if you need a
CEOZIS card, I suggest you try it. The address, exactly as printed on the card, is:
ELIAZAR PIZARRO R.
P. BOX I
ISLA ROBINSON CRUSOE
CHILE
I now have three PCs (networked) in my
shack, and the problem of noise from the
PCs getting into the FT990 had become an
issue for me. The noise can come from the
processor unit, the monitor, the cables to the
peripherals, especially the keyboard and
mouse, and the power cord. I don't have a
complete solution yet, but have pretty well
fixed the problem of noise from the three
processor boxes. For two of the PCs I purchased, for around £20, from my local PC
store, a CE marked case. This contains a CE
marked 200W PSU, and is entirely metal
cased. Metal cases have been around for
quite a few years, but I'd never come across
one which included metal knock-out sections for the drive bays. This means that all
the unused drive hays are no longer just
filled with a plastic cover - they are
screened.
I had to remove a lot of paint on the flanges
of the case where it fits the base, to ensure a
good RF connection. 'f he only other minor
problem with these cases (as with many others) is that there is a small gap between the
bracket holding the keyboard connector and
the case itself. I was able to seal this with a
conducting self adhesive foam tape. If you
can spare £20 or so, and are happy to strip
your PC and rebuild it in a new case, I'd
recommend this as one step towards recloc-

ing the LMC problem in your shack

high quality clothing available from
Aquarian

the third PC, which stands next to my rig,
and is dedicated to logging, propagation
prediction, and other radio work, is an old
386 unit, again with what I thought was an
all metal case. However, on closer inspection recently, I found that the entire front of
this PC was, in fact, plastic (I had purchased
this PC about six years ago on the understanding that the front was plastic covered
metal) I've always had a problem with this
PC generating a small amount of hash. I removed the front, which turned out to be
quite an easy operation, and sprayed the
back of it with conductive paint, making
sure there was plenty of paint at the points
of contact with the remainder of the metal
case. I also sprayed the rear of the plastic
covers of the spare drive bays. The hash
hasn't been eliminated, but has reduced by a
few dB.

This tie is navy blue, with the CDXC logo
embroidered in red, as per the clothing. The
cost is £13 25, and the ties are available
from:
Aquarian
Quarryhill Cottage
Justinhaugh
By Forfar
Angus
DD8 3TQ
Tel/Fax 01307 860350
The price includes postage to UK addresses.
Overseas members should contact Aquarian
direct for postage rates to other countries.

CDXC WEB PAGE
http://www.g4uoLdemon.co.uk/CDXChtm
Have you checked out the CDXC Web
pages lately? If not, give it a try. These
pages are maintained by Steve, G4UOL, and
are continually being improved.

At the moment, the three PCs are earthed
through the mains earth I've yet to try a
common ground approach.
When I get time, I'll tackle another of the
noise sources, and hopefully make further
improvements.

Recent additions include:

By the way, if you work 5B4AGC, that's
the brand new call assigned to George,
G3LNS.
Well, that's about it for this time I wish all
participants in the forthcoming CQWW
contests good luck, and good propagation! If
you're sending in an entry, please remember
to put CDXC as your club.

•

Facility to email a CDXC member by
pointing and clicking on his/her callsign.

•

Details of all goods available from
CDXC, including clothing, trinkets and
G3WGV Log.

•

An order form for clothing

•

Link to the CDXC Spratly DXpedition
site

We are aware of about 30% of CDXC
members with email addresses. Only those
who have given explicit permission are included on the Web page. If you have an
email address, and you are not listed on the
Web site, but would like to be, please email
Alan, G3PMR at SHACKLOG@noLcom.

This is the last Newsletter of the year, so I
also wish all members a very happy and
festive Christmas.
73, Alan, G3PMR

CDXC TIES

All comments and suggestions for im-

Following requests from members, the
Committee is pleased to announce that a
CDXC tie has been added to the range of

provements/additions/corrections to the web
site should be made to G3PMR. At

SHACKLOG@aoLcom.
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So with the co-ax of the antennas coming in
through the window, we got on the air with
100 watts .

A lot of interest was shown by the other

We had taken a Toshiba NoteBook computer with us and we used TurboLog 3.11
for logging and for keying the rig from the
keyboard when in CW mode. With our lofty
elevation above sea level, the low angle of
take-off of the R7000 and our callsign
GBOLI coming from IOTA EU-120 we
were soon into the pile-ups and enjoyed
some serious DXing. To conserve fuel,
electricity to the accommodation on Lundy
is switched off from 00.30 to 06.30 so no
night-time operating was possible. With
only two operators, that was a blessing in
disguise! We were there to enjoy a holiday
as well as play radio yet managed to be on
air an average ten and a half hour per day.
In the next six days we had over 800 QSOs
and worked 80 DXCC countries. We
worked all continents, and Turbolog pro-

duced the following statistics.

holiday makers on Lundy in our radio operation and we took breaks from the pile-ups
to explain what was happening. The demonstration of computer logging impressed
several visitors and we may have inspired
some new entrants to amateur radio. After
the first couple of days up in the clouds, the
remainder of the week was warm and sunny,
with visibility to the horizon for 360 degrees. However, as our departure day arrived, rough weather again came in from the
south-west and another lumpy crossing was
endured on the Oldenburg.
On arrival home, we found that there were
already Direct QSL cards from the. U.S.A.
waiting for us, so EU-120 was obviously
popular and needed. We have now had our
Lundy Island QSL cards printed, and these
will be used to reply to Direct QSLs via
Bill/G3WNI (QTHR) or via the RSGB bureau.
The bureau cards to GBOLI will be redirected to the QSL sub-manager of
Tom/GOPSE, but if anyone wishes to half
the "via buro" time, e-mail requests will be
honoured by an e-mail to:

Continent/number of countries - Africa/8,
Asia/8, Europe/48, Oceania/3, North America/8, South America/S. We also worked 29
of the United States.

tom@ictaylordemon.co.uk .

We were active on all bands, with the following Band/QSO figures: 160/16, 80/50,
40/130, 30/8, 20/401, 17/59, 15/109, 17/21,
10/14, 2/3.

We would like to acknowledge, with thanks,
the permission to operate given to us by The
Landmark Trust and for the advice and tips
from previous amateurs who had activated
Lundy: Colin/GOIFM, Jim/G3RTE and
Glyn/GWOANA.

We were active on CW (72% of the time)
and SSB (28%).

This was TADARC's first DXpedition and
it has aroused much interest in the club.
There has been talk of returning to Lundy to
achieve that light-hearted target and getting
DXCC for the island. However, plans are
being made for the Club's next sortie, this
time to an island with its own IOTA reference number, one of the Isles of Scilly, EU011.

We had light-heartedly declared a target of
1000 QSOs and 100 DXCC countries, so we
had achieved 80% of our goal.
Away from the radio, life was also enjoyed
by exploring the island, viewing its bird life
and the many seals on the rocks. Every evening we enjoyed our dinner in the Marisco
Tavem, Lundy's only eating house and pub.
The meals were most enjoyable with a varied menu and we highly recommend the local beer, Lundy Bitter.

Hope to QSO you from there !!
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it! The visibility was down to 20 metres
and the strong south-west wind was still
blowing. Lundy, which is but three and a
half miles long by half a mile wide, prides
itself on its lack of regimentation and dispenses with such things as signs of where
not to go and what not to do .... and also
how to get to where your accommodation is.
Fortunately, Bill and Tessa had been to
Lundy a couple of years ago and knew the
way. It was a case of walking alongside a
stone wall until you came to a gate, going
through and following the next wall.

LUNDY ISLAND EU-120
Taunton & District Amateur Radio Club
(TADARC) DXPedition to Lundy Island
September, 1997
By Tom Taylor, GOPSE
At 7.30 a.m. on Tuesday 30 September
1997, Tom/GOPSE and Bill/G3WNI with
Bill's wife, Tessa, set off from their home
QTHs by car for Ilfracombe in North Devon.
We had previously booked a week's holiday
on Lundy Island, which is ad-ministered by
the Landmark Trust. Once the booking was
confirmed, we applied to RSGB for a Special Event callsign and were allocated
GBOLI. On arrival at Ilfracombe with a car
and trailer full of people and radio equipment, we unloaded everything at the quay
and then, by prior arrangement, parked the
car and trailer for a week at a hotel in the
town.

Eventually (just before we bumped into it)
the Light House loomed up out of the thick
mist. The Light House was declared redundant in 1897 for the very reason we had difficulty finding it. The base is 470 feet
above sea level, the tower is 96 feet high
and too often the ships it was supposed to be
warning could not see its light because it
was high in the clouds. Light Houses (at a
lower altitude) were built at the extreme
north and extreme south ends of the island
to replace what had become a 'folly'. We
had selected the keepers cottages attached to
the Old Light for our accommodation and
on arrival found that all our luggage had
been delivered safely.

We embarked on the Lundy ferry, the MV
Oldenburg, and, under the influence of a
strong south-west wind, endured a rough
two-and-a-quarter hours crossing to the island. The ferry operators have perfected
their method of shipping freight and all luggage is packed into mini-containers (about
6x4x4 feet) and the containers are then
stowed in the hold of the Oldenburg.

We had the ground floor flat, which consists
of all the usual rooms, including 3 bedrooms. Two were allocated for sleeping and
the one nearest to the Light House tower
was to be the radio shack. In conditions
reminiscent of the Heard Island video, we
erected our main antenna, the Cushcrafl
R7000 vertical on top of a 10 feet aluminium pole and double-guyed it to withstand
the strong wind. That antenna was for the
40 to 10 metres bands. We were using an
Icom 1C725 transceiver with its attendant
external auto ATU, the Icom AH-3. This
was used with a long wire for 80 and 160
metres. Initially the long wire was run horizontally, 10 feet above the ground, but later
we ran a halyard up to the railing of the
Tower platform and then used it in a vertical
configuration

The Oldenburg cannot berth alongside the
jetty at Lundy, so passengers transfer to a
large, open launch for the final 100 metres
of their journey. The freight containers are
lowered by crane into a ramped landing
craft which delivers its cargo to a tractor and
trailer on the beach.
Passengers have to make the walk up a dirt
track to the Reception Office for booking in.
The dirt track is quite substantial because it
is also used by the tractor and trailer delivering the luggage and freight. By now we
were at the top of the cliffs, and unfortunately there was low cloud - and we were in

.
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Harald Jenny, Jan and Phil plus the wreckage of the lobster!
Show Nara JA IAN President of JARL giving tuition to some youngsters at the HamFair

Neville G3NUG by the

101:4 corner of the Yaesu stand at the Tokyo HaniFair.
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Harald and Phil at Juina's International restaurant
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POSTBAG
IOTA CONVENTION, ETC

Due to job moves the DXCC totals have ben
built up from six different houses! The period I spent as a GM in 1989-90 doesn't
count.

From Nigel, G4VJM/M
I found myself at this years RSGB
HF/IOTA Convention for the first time. You
know, when an venue is on your door step it
doesn't always make it in the diary. The atmosphere was great, nice to meet so many
CDXC members!

Phil, G3SWH, operating at the Momella Lodge, Arusha

Thankfully I got back on the air in lime for
VKOIR so I find myself needing just one
QSL card to finally make it to Honor Roll.
have given up trying to get a card for three
of the JD/Minami Torishima contacts I have
had after trying numerous sources. To finish
off DXCC I need: A5, 13S711, CEOX, FT/W,
HKOM, JDI/MT, KF14, P5, 3B6 and 70

Of course I enjoyed the event, the lecture
streams were a breath of fresh air, to the old
timers at the event - it may have been like
gran sucking eggs, but it doesn't hurt! And
then the Raffle draw, I have a FT900AT,
DSP 59+, a nice PSU, good log book program, no CD-Rom and a bottle or 2 of
booze don't mix when I'm mobile, it was of
course a great pleasure to accept first prize. I
owe my success to picking the tickets between 41 and 45, after the recent 44's in the
National Lottery I couldn't turn the numbers
down.

Do you think it's feasible to run a Top
10/15/20 Wanted Table in the Newsletter?
It's probably a non-starter due to the number
of members who would submit their wants.
RTTY with the PK232 has been fun, although lack of time has meant I have barely
done the mode justice. The column by
G4CRY in the Newsletter is very well received here.

Many thanks to our sponsors, I look forward
to next year

Ed: You're right about the tables, Phil. The
Honor Roll Chaser table is slowly diminishing and I wonder how much longer it will
appear. Precisely why there is such apathy
among the membership baffles me..

.

Here's an update on my mobile activities. I
never made 100 cards for DXCC checking,
currently 137 worked in 504 QSO's and 84
confirmed. 8 bust without /M callsign. I now
play about with a SG-500 amp, certainly
makes in roads to overcome the 6 fl aerial!

ZS3 57ATIONS7
From Keith Sullivan G3KYF:

TABLES, ETC

I have been trying to find a ZS3 station for a
vital contact to complete my Commonwealth Century Club Supreme Award. Although I have several ZS3 QSLs to hand
they do not count as the QSOs were made
prior to 31 May, 1994. I worked ZS3KBS
on 19 October, 1996 - a special event station
for the JOTA Contest - but, despite sending
three SAEs, IRCs and QSLs to P013 11061
Kimberley, no reply has been received. I
have continued to listen for ZS3 stations
without success

From Phil Catterall, 0408K:

Phil and XYL Jan at Ngorongoro Crater
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I enclose my latest scores for the Honor Roll
Chaser Table (Ed: duly entered). I have just
sent seven cards to the ARRL - two years
work! The progress to Honor Roll Mixed
has been hampered by another move of
QTH that put me off the bands for nine
months whilst the new house we bought at
Pickering was being built. After digging
three holes for towers at previous QTIIs my
enthusiasm for excavation has diminished so
for the foreseeable future I'm making do
here with dipoles and a Butternut vertical.

If any CDXC member can offer advice
about obtaining a QSL card from ZS3K FiS,

11

or how I can find a suitable ZS3 station I
would be most grateful I have been trying
to complete the award for many years now
and thought that my QM.. for 9MOS was the
last one required. However, I received a
letter from Fred Handscombe, G4BWP, to
say that I still needed a 2S3 to complete,
which came as quite a disappointment.

and would like to be involved in a unique
venture, please contact Bob Treacher (the
CVRS President) either on 0181-265-7735
(evenings or weekends) or by e-mail at

5H/G3SWH PHOTO GALLERY

brs32525Zcompuserve.com

CDXC ANNUAL DINNER
Date for your Diary

(Ed: Anyone who can help - please contact

The CDXC Annual Dinner will be held on
Saturday March 21" 1998 - please put the
date in your diary now!

Keith direct, QTHR).

CZARS WANTED
The venue has not yet been chosen, but will
be close to the M4/M25/Al trunk road section bounded by Reading in the West and
Sandy in the North.

The Cray Valley RS are on course to provide the "official" Millennium station in
Greenwich, South East London in 2000.
They have the backing of the local council
and the callsign M2000A has been requested. There is a great deal of planning to
be done in 1998 and volunteers are needed
to join a committee geared to make a really
BIG noise at the turn of the Century.

Full details will be given in the January
Newsletter, and will also be posted on the
CDXC Web page as soon as they are finalised.
Following the Committee's request at the
AGM for assistance, Alan Holdsworth,
GOSAH has kindly agreed to organise this
event.

A "czar" system is planned so if anyone has
experience of running a big expedition,
contest station or special event station, etc,

G3SWH and 5Z4NU at Nairobi Airport

WELCOME!
The following DXers have recently joined CDXC or renewed their membership. We hope that
they will enjoy being members and that they will participate in CDXC activities:

GOTSM
GOIJMY
G3FIEJ
G3LNG
G3PQA
G3TTJ
G4DHF
G4PTE
G4ZFE
GIOUJG
GI4MWA
JG6URG
JPINWZ
MOBGT
N4TO
N4XDQ

261
260
200
200
260
269
128
185 F
296
101
200+
328
326
318

Darren Collins
Chris Lowe
Derek Stanners
George Robbins
John Rogers
Jim Barber
David Johnson
Ken Lown
Rich Everitt
Robbie Stinson
Fred Russell
Tetsuro Urakawa
Yoichi Sakurada
Graeme Dyson-Bawley
Vic Dubois
Russ Kellam Jr.

(Numbers indicate countries worked)
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Hampshire
Lancashire
Surrey
Liverpool
Berkshire
East Sussex
Lincolnshire
Kent
Berkshire
Co. Armagh
Co. Antrim
Saga
Yokohama
Liverpool
Florida
Virginia

Phil, G3SWH operating at Mimi Marine centre, Zanzibar
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schedule, just all the time, will stop and pick
you up at the roadside wherever you stand,
drop you wherever you wish and seem to be
permanently full of locals. The fare for the
4 KM ride into Stone Town was 160 TSh
(about 20 pence) each. These were great
fun during the day, but were not recommended at night, when the taxi fare back
from town was 4000 TSh (about £4).

countries from Zanzibar, including 23 duplicates, on all bands from 80 to 12 metres.
Filtering out duplicate QSO's is a problem
when paper logging, but unless I can purloin
a smaller lap top computer in the future it
will be one of the more annoying features of
expeditioning. If I worked you, many
thanks for the contact, if you couldn't break
the pile up, I'm sorry, but it was a holiday
operation.

All too soon it was time to pack up and take
the plane to Nairobi. We had an eight hour
wait between flights, and had been invited
to contact Rob, 5Z4RL and Ted, 5Z4NU on
arrival with a view to meeting for a drink
and a meal. Rob was out of town on business, but Ted came over to the airport and
spent some time with us. The possibility of
an expedition to Lamu Island (AF-040) has
been mentioned!

Special QSL cards have been printed and
are available direct from my call book address (with SASE please), or via the RSGB
bureau.
May I express my particular thanks to my
XYL, Jan; Neville, G3NUG for the loan of
the Yaesu FT-900AT; Michael 5H3MS for
his help with the licence; the management of
the Keys Hotel, Moshi, the Ngorongoro
Wildlife Lodge, the Momella Wildlife
Lodge, Arusha and the Mtoni Marine Centre, Zanzibar, without whom this operation
would not have been possible.

I made 616 CW QSO's with 56 DXCC
countries from mainland Tanzania, including 11 duplicates, mainly on 20 and 30 metres; and 1222 CW QSO's with 62 DXCC

ITU ZONE: 53

5H1/G3SWH
5H3/G3SWH

ZANZIBAR ISLAND
IOTA: AF-032
Lj MOSHI
NGORONGORO CRATER
ARUSHA

Ady particular thanks go to my XYL, Jan; Neville, G3NUG, for the loan of
the Yaesu FT-900A 7 Michael, 5H3ALS, for his help with the licence, the
management of the Keys Hotel, Mask the Ngorongoro rfildlifi Lodge,
the Momella Wildlife Lodge, Arusha and the Mon! Marine Centre, Care
Zanzibar, without whom this operation would not have been possible .

Thanks for the QSO, 73 de Phil Whitchurch, G3SWII
it) 1K MUM NNW aNKT131 Talspiar (11,1,11115/11 Fa 0179118110S4
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This beautiful silver cup was donated to CDXC by the Western DX
Group in 1990, as a memorial to the late Allan Phillips, GWOBIC. It is ;s
named after the town of Penallt in Gwent, where Allan lived. He was
greatly interested in DX working on the lower frequency hands and,
under the terms of the donation, CDXC members may compete for
the cup on an annual basis by working as many countries as possible
during a specified period on those bands (7, 3.5 and 1.8MHz). Steve,
GW4BLE has won the cup three times, and is to be congratulated on
his efforts.
1 The competition is open to all fully paid up members of The Chiltern DX Club.
2 The object is to contact as many countries as possible on the 1.8,
3.5, and 7MHz bands during a seven day period in the months of December and January. The same stations or countries may be contacted on each of the three bands irrespective of mode. Only one contact per band per station/country is permitted
3 The score is the sum of the countries worked on the three bands
during the seven day period. Proof of contact may be required
4. There are no restrictions as to operating times, dates or modes
and the entrant may choose any seven day period within the two
specified months. For the purposes of this competition, a seven day
period is from 0000z Saturday to 2359z Friday.

TANZANIA
CQ ZONE: 37

PENALLY TROPHY

5. The entrant will be required to submit a log showing date and time
of each contact, and band, mode, and name of each country worked.
A summary sheet should also be submitted which should list the
countries worked on each of the three bands. If preferred, the entrant may submit photocopies of the relevant parts of the station log, /,
with those countries claimed for the competition entry clearly
marked. The summary sheet should also be submitted
6. Logs and summary sheets should be sent to Bill Moorwood, G3CAQ,
4 Station Road, Codshall, Wolverhampton WV8 I DA. Entries must be
received by 1 April each year.
//.

7. The Penallt Trophy will be presented at the CDXC Annual Dinner,
or at the RSGB HF Convention. The winner will hold the trophy for a
period of one year. It will be the responsibility of the winner to ar- •
Sl range insurance cover on the trophy during the period that it is held, ,
and to return the trophy to the CDXC Awards Manager prior to the
end of the twelve months.
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SPRATLY ISLANDS 1998
12-24 February 1998
A multinational group of DXpeditioners, primarily members of the UK's CDXC (Chiltern
DX Club), the UK DX Foundation, will operate from Layang Layang Island in the
Spratlys in February 1998 The operation will run from 12th to 24th February 1998, allowing two full weekends on the island and is timed to take place soon after the island
re-opens to visitors following the typhoon season, in order to maximise the opportunities for good LF propagation It is also hoped that sunspot numbers will by then have
started to increase, and that the expedition will enjoy favourable HF propagation.
The team is expected to include G3NUG G3OZF G3SED G3WGV G3XTT G4JVG
GOOFS KSVT VK2BEX 9M20M(G3NOM) and 9M6SU. It is planned to keep four stations on the air round the clock, to maximise band openings. All HF bands will be activated, on SSB, CW and RTTY, and the group will also have equipment for 6 metres.
The team will use a wide selection of monoband and multiband antennas including foursquare arrays for both 40 and 80 metres. The callsign will be 9MOC.
Layang Layang (also known as Swallow Reef) has been the location for a number of
Spratly expeditions, including 9MOS and 9MOA. The island has been developed by
Malaysia as a dive resort, and has permanent accommodation, mains power and an
airstrip The Spratlys currently rank at number 25 world-wide in the latest (Jan/Feb 97)
DX Magazine poll, and 12th for East Coast USA. They also rank 18th in the digital
"Most Wanted" list (AA5AU) Layang Layang is also in Zone 26, one of the rarest zones
on the LF bands, and therefore in great demand. The Spratly Islands count for AS-051
in the RSGB's popular Islands on the Air Programme.
The DXpedition team includes veterans of many DX and contest operations, with wide
experience of both the LF and HF bands, and of all modes. It is intended to make significant use of computer and Internet technology to make information available about
the expedition and to expedite QSLing after the event. QSO data will be uploaded to
the Internet while the expedition is in progress. A Web page is available at
http://members.aol.com/spratly98 with up-to-the-minute expedition news. Pilot stations
in Europe (G3ZAY), the US (N1DG) and Japan (to be announced) will act as an interface to the team, in line with the recent practice of other major expeditions. Phil
Whitchurch G3SWH will be QSL manager, and QSLs will be available through the bureau or direct. Phil's address is 21 Dickensons Grove, Congresbury, Bristol, BS19 5HQ,
England. Bureau cards will also be answered 100%.
We are delighted that Yaesu have already offered the use of HF and 6m radios. We will
be taking 4 FT-1000MPs and 2 FT-920s. Yaesu have also helped with UHF transceivers for the packet network we are developing for the island, to link the operating positions. AEA Timewave and Nevada Communications have helped with TNCs for the
packet network, and NI6T, a veteran of several major DXpeditions, will loan a speciallymodified PK-232 for HF RTTY. Cushcraft, via Nevada Communications, will be providing the HF antennas, which include beams for 10, 15 and 20 metres and for the WARC
bands. Gladiator will provide verticals for the low-band arrays. Leading UK amateur radio dealer, Martin Lynch & Son, will be supplying Westflex cable runs. The team has
also accepted the offer of a Battle Creek Special antenna for the LF bands. Dunestar
will be loaning us three sets of filters for all nine bands. The Malaysian Tourism Promotion Board has kindly agreed to help with the printing of QSLs and will sponsor a series
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than happy. It was probably equal to his
day's wages! Jan then helped me rig the inverted vees for 80 to 10 metres and to set up
the radio on a low table on the patio.

car with one of their approved drivers at
around SUS 50 (f30) per day. On this basis,
we arranged a "Spice Tour" for that afternoon, combined with visits to other places
of interest the following day, finishing up at
Harald's hotel for lunch.

After exploring the hotel grounds and a leisurely lunch I settled down to my first session. The first CQ at 1210 UTC on 17 metres produced a big pile up of Europeans and
Japanese and I worked some 90 stations in
less than an hour before closing down in
time to get ready to go into Stone Town for
drinks before dinner and to watch the sun go
down at the Africa House Hotel.

Zanzibar is the world centre of the clove
growing industry and is known as the Spice
Island. A visit to one of the farms to see and taste - the wide variety of exotic fruits,
such as Jack Fruit, Nutmeg and Indian Apples takes only a couple of hours and is an
opportunity to see the countryside and possibly spot some of the local wildlife.

Stone Town is a maze of narrow twisting
streets with ancient, tumbledown buildings
and is wonderfully atmospheric, being
reminiscent of its days as a slaving port.
Unfortunately, many of the fine, three or
four storey Arab houses have been neglected
and are in a poor state of repair. However,
the Old Dispensary and several other historic buildings on the harbour front have
been well restored.

After a visit to the Jozani Forest to see the
red colobus monkeys, which are unique to
Zanzibar, we arrived at The Tamarind
Beach at Uroa and met Harald and his delightful wife Jenny. Fortunately they both
speak good English, as my German is very
limited. After a well earned beer, we inspected Harald's set up and I noted he had
well over 2000 QSO's in the log, including
many on 12 and 10 metres.

Operating times developed -into much the
same sort of schedule as for Mykonos - a
session first thing in the morning, and one in
the late afternoon. I did my best to maxi
mise the time on the air over the weekend,
when activity is naturally much higher. The
one exception was one late evening session
on 80 metres, mainly at the request of Jon,
3DAOCA, but the QRN level was so high as
to make it hard going. I did make QSO's
with Japan and Australia as well as Europe
though.

Harald recommended a but along the beach
from the hotel for lunch. Here we met
Juma, the owner, who offered us lobster and
chips to be ready in half an hour. The girls
beach-combed for shells and Harald and I
chewed the rag whilst strolling along the
beach. When we returned to Juma's International Restaurant, we inspected the
kitchen. This was an area of beaten earth
under a palm frond canopy with two charcoal burners on the floor. All was ready for
us. Harald and Jenny were not eating, so
Jan and I were presented with three medium
sized grilled lobsters and a mountain of
chips between us, plus another can of beer
each. It was delicious - and only cost 5000
TSh (just over £5).

In a very quick QSO with Harald
5H1/DL7VSN, I arranged to visit him for
lunch at his hotel on the east coast of the island on the 25 th . He explained that there
was no telephone at the hotel; the published
number was in an office in Stone Town,
over an hour's drive away from the hotel.

Zanzibar has the answer to the UK's public
transport problems in the form of dala-dalas.
These are privately owned, small pick up
trucks with a canopy over the back and simple seats on three sides. They run to no

We enquired about hiring a car to explore
the island, but were strongly advised against
it by Gail. She recommended that we hire a
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ARUSHA - 20 th September

Airport for the flight to Zanzibar. Our baggage was weighed for the first time at Kilimanjaro and found to be 10 Kg over the
limit, and we were charged 7500 TSh (about
£8) excess.

After an early morning game drive and a
hearty breakfast, we set out for the Arusha
National Park and the Momella Wildlife
Lodge, arriving in time for lunch and a siesta before a late afternoon game drive.
John Wayne fans would recognise this
place, as it was the location for his film
"Hatari". I used the siesta time to rig the 30
metre dipole between a convenient tree and
the ridge of the roof of our bungalow. It
was not an impressive antenna, being only
about 3 metres above the ground at the centre. However, the results were quite astounding and I had a good run of Europeans
and JA's, making 140 QSO's in about 1.5
hours of operating.
MOSHI -

ZANZIBAR - 22nd to 29th September
On arrival at the airport, the temperature
was 34eC and the humidity about 70% quite a change from the mainland. Our
yellow fever vaccination certificates and
passports were duly inspected, even though
it was an internal flight. The bags were
grabbed by two porters but a vigilant Customs officer demanded they be opened for
inspection. He immediately found the ATU,
which I explained was part of a radio. He
said "A portable radio?", and I said "Yes".
He then quite happily chalked the bags.

& 22'd September

After a three hour walking safari with an a
ranger armed with an AK-47, we returned to
the Keys Hotel, arriving just after lunch and
said our goodbyes to Gibson. We were to
stay overnight and leave late the following
morning to fly to Zanzibar. We were given
a cottage in the grounds with a small patio
and I rigged up the dipole between the same
two trees but found 20 metres to be dead at
1500 UTC. In desperation, I tried 17 metres, found the antenna would load via the
ATU but that I was getting some RF back
into the radio. This was alleviated by
slightly reducing power. A slow run of
Europeans followed and I changed to 30
metres at 1600 UTC, but again activity was
not very high, resulting in only about 70
QSO's.

We had no other problems, but jumped in an
ancient Peugeot taxi and rattled off to the
Mtoni Marine Centre on its own private
beach on the west coast. On checking in, I
was handed a message, and my heart sank,
expecting it to be bad news about my aged
mother. It turned out to be from Harald,
DL7VSN, who had called earlier that day on
a visit to town, and missed us by about half
an hour.
The Mtoni is run by two white South African girls, Louise and Gail, who couldn't
have been more helpful during our stay.
Our air conditioned bungalow was less than
50 metres from the beach, had a queen
sized, Swahili four poster bed with a mosquito net, and a patio overlooking the garden which was complete with several strategically placed palm trees. We decided to
spend the rest of the day relaxing, drank
several very large vodka and tonics whilst
watching the sum go down and ate dinner at
the hotel.

There was not a lot to do the next morning
apart from pack and play radio, so I spent a
very pleasant few hours working 20 and 17
metres, with a single QSO with DL4CF on
12 metres - all using the 20 metre dipole,
making about 100 QSO's. The last QSO
from the mainland was on 17 metres with
SM7TE at 0915 UTC.

Next morning, one of the hotel gardeners
was persuaded to climb the nearest 20 metre
palm tree and put a nylon halyard over one
of the lower branches. I gave him 1000 TSh
(about £1) for his trouble and he was more

At about 1 pm local time we loaded up the
car to take us to Kilimanjaro International
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of prizes and awards in connection with the expedition, details of which will be released
later. Sabah Tourism Promotion Board and Reliance Pacific, owners of the Layang
Layang resort, are also helping to support the operation.
In addition, a number of Clubs, DX Foundations and individuals have already made
generous donations, and others will very much be welcomed to offset the substantial
budget for the expedition (including aircraft charter to the island). The early supporters
include the Radio Society of Great Britain, Northern California DX Foundation, Clipperton DX Club, JH1AJT, INDEXA, the Central Arizona DX Association and the European
DX Foundation, to whom the team extends its thanks. All individual and corporate
sponsors will be acknowledged on our Web pages and elsewhere.
Further details about the operation will be sent out as it becomes available. Additional
sponsorship is being sought, and donations can be made to K5VT (USA), VK2BEX
(Japan/Oceania) and G3WGV (elsewhere). If you wish to be e-mailed directly with information as it becomes available, send a message to the expedition's publicity officer
Don Field G3XTT at g3xtt@lineone.net

OPERATORS
A Asahina (VK2BEX), an Australian citizen of Japanese ethnic background. Atsu Asahina was on the 1993 Mellish Reef DXpedition and has recently returned from a major
amateur radio DXpedition to a Canadian offshore island. He has also operated from
Nauru and Willis. His Japanese language skills will be of great benefit to our operation
due to the relative proximity of Layang Layang to Japan, with its numerous amateur radio operators.

D F Beattie (G3OZF) British, an amateur radio contest operator, and President of the
Chiltern DX Club - the UK DX Foundation. Don Beattie, a member of the Radio Society
of Great Britain (RSGB) Management and 'Islands on the Air' (IOTA) Committees, has
operated from numerous countries and island groups, including Pulau Pangkor. He has
held a Malaysian visitor's amateur radio licence and works as Chief Executive (Personnel) for a major UK-based global organisation. Don has also recently become a member of the RSGB Council, the organisation's governing body.
A J Canning (GOOPB) British, with a Malaysian wife. A keen contest and DX operator,
Tony knows Sabah well. He has many friends in the Malaysian amateur radio community and has held a temporary Malaysian amateur radio licence. A Chartered Engineer,
Tony Canning's radio experience commenced with four years as a marine radio operator followed by three years of shore based maintenance work He is now an Assistant
Chief Engineer with Racal.

E N Cheadle (G3NUG) British, a member of the RSGB Management Committee, the
HF Committee and the 'Islands on the Air' (IOTA) committee Neville Cheadle, who is
Chairman of the Chiltern DX Club, has a long connection with Malaysia, having been a
senior partner in the Price Waterhouse management consultancy, and undertaken consulting assignments in Malaysia. He has also operated amateur radio from many of the
Malaysian offshore islands.

M Devereux (G3SED) British, is internationally known for his 34 yrs work on 160 mtrs
and more recently 6 Mtrs. He was part of the team that activated Jordan on 6 metres for
the first time as JY7SIX in 1994. Mike was a member of the Camel Trophy Expedition
Team providing global communications from remote parts of the world. During the past
five years he has operated 160, HF and 6 metres from 9M6, LU, CE1, V31 and Jordan
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as JYSED Mike is a keen CW operator and member of the prestigious First Class Operators' Club. Professionally he is managing director of a UK based communications
company and the publisher of a monthly Hobby Radio magazine.
D I Field (G3XTT) British an internationally-known radio amateur, and amateur radio
writer. He has taken part in amateur radio operations from a number of countries in
Europe, Africa and North America, and also holds a US amateur radio licence. Don
Field is also a member of the RSGB Management Committee, and an experienced
contest operator. He is a senior manager for BT (British Telecom), in an international
business development role.

R Gerrard (G3NOM/9M20M) A British citizen, Ray Gerrard is a self-employed telecommunications consultant currently working and living in Malaysia. Ray has participated in a number of amateur radio operations in South East Asia, including Thailand,
Bangladesh and Myanmar as well as from Malaysia.

J R Linford (G3WGV) British, an experienced contest and DXpedition operator who
took part in the 1993 Mellish Reef DXpedition. He is past Chairman of the local radio
club and of the Chiltern DX Club Also licensed in the USA, he is a member of the First
Class Operators' Club, whose membership is limited to 500 world-wide. Professionally
he is the Business Development Manager of a UK Public Telecommunications Operator. His computer networking skills will be used during the proposed DXpedition to
keep track of contacts made and to maintain the DXpedition's databases on the World
Wide Web.

D Soh (9M6SU) Malaysian. Donald Soh has been working with the Public Works Department, Sabah, for over 25 years. Originally trained as an electrician, he took up
amateur radio ten years ago and obtained his first transmitting licence in 1988. He is a
member of the Sabah Amateur Radio Society and has held several SARS committee
posts over the years. He has been in the Boys' Brigade movement for 30 years and is
now the Battalion President. He recently established an amateur radio station with the
callsign 9M6SBC to promote the hobby amongst club members in Sabah.
S E Telenius-Lowe (G4JVG) British, full-time staff member of the RSGB and News
Editor of the internationally influential magazine RadCom. Also an active contest operator and experienced in organising and operating on amateur radio DXpeditions to
remote parts of the world. He was a member of a highly successful DXpedition to Mellish Reef in the Coral Sea in 1993 and has operated as VK9YG, but is perhaps best
known for his three years as P29DX. Steve Telenius-Lowe operated from Pulau Pinang in 1996 and has held a Malaysian amateur radio licence.

Dr V Thompson (K5VT) US citizen and internationally-known DXpeditioner, Vince
Thompson is the fourth member of the team who was also on the 1993 Mellish Reef
DXpedition. More recently, he was amongst the first radio amateurs allowed to operate
from Myanmar. Dr. Thompson is a leading gynaecological surgeon, specialising in oncology.
EQUIPMENT & ANTENNAS
Yaesu are supplying six transceivers for the use of the DXpedition. There will be four
main operating positions, each equipped with an FT-1000MP, and Dunestar filters to
limit inter-station interference. Each operating position will also have a PC for logging
purposes, linked by low power UHF link to the main log server (see Annex F for further
details of the innovative software system to be used). One of the four main operating
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items!
We arrived at the Keys at about 3 pm. After
a much needed beer and a snack, I started to
look at the possibilities for antennas. There
were a pair of well placed trees and I
quickly rigged the 20 metre dipole at about
10 metres to the centre, facing north/south.
Moshi is about 900 metres above sea level.
Mount Kilimanjaro, the highest mountain in
Africa at 5895 metres is about 10 kilometres
to the north, so I wasn't expecting tremendous results. The first CQ at 1504 UTC
produced an immediate reply from
S135PB/1, followed by a steady flow of
QSO's, mainly with Europe but with one ZS
and one JA in the log. Dusk fell after just
less than an hour's activity with just 25
QSO's and the band appeared to die at the
same time.

tre deep crater, which is over 20KM in diameter. Our centrally heated room gave a
totally unobstructed view of the whole
panorama.
I was up at dawn the next morning rigging
the 20 metre dipole as a sloper, with a perfectly clear take off to the north. Once
again, the band was only open to eastern
Europe with a couple of lonely W5's, but I
was obviously getting out much better.
Time was limited as we had to be off on a
day's safari around the caldera.
When we returned in the afternoon, I had to
wait for the generator to be turned on at
1400 UTC (5 pm local) and had a busy couple of hours running a good pile up of JA's
and Europeans, making 170 QSO's until it

was time to get ready for dinner.
After dinner, I was anxious to take advantage of the superb QTH, and to make as
many contacts as possible. Jan decided to
go to bed and I settled down to another good
pile up. Unfortunately, the rattle of the Vibroplex wouldn't let Jan settle and I had to
quickly QRT after only about 15 minutes.

I had a further session between 0330 and
0420 UTC the next morning. The band was
only open to eastern Europe at that time and
I made 48 QSO's, which was a bit more respectable.
MOSHI TO THE NGORONGORO - 17th
Septmbr

TARANGIRE - 19th September

After breakfast we set off in the Toyota
Land Cruiser with our driver, Gibson for
Lake Manyara National Park. The road
from Moshi to Arusha and to the village of
Makuyuni is tarmac, but after Makuyuni it
is described as "gravel". The going on this
sort of surface is rough and slow - achieving
20 KM/H is good progress. After a couple
of hours' game drive in the park we set off
on more gravel roads for the Ngorongoro
Crater National Park, where we were to
spend the night, arriving just before dusk.

We had an early start so there was only time
to take down the antenna and pack before a

gruelling 5 hour drive on the gravel roads
back to Makuyuni and on to the Tarangire
National Park, where we were to stay overnight in a tented camp. Again, the QTH was
superb, with a very convenient baobab tree
on the edge of a 70 metre high cliff looking
north east over a river bed with superb
views of the animals coming down to drink.
Although there was a generator producing
electricity, there was no socket outlet in the
tent, and I didn't fancy connecting the radio
to the un-earthed lighting system. Consequently, there was no radio activity from the
Tarangire.

There can be few who have not heard of the
Ngorongoro Crater and it certainly lives up
to its reputation for wildlife. We stayed at
the Wildlife Lodge on the crater rim and
from the point of view of radio, I have never
seen a better QTH. The modern building is
literally on the southern rim of the 600 me-

Jan was awake most of the night with the
lions roaring though!
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The operation from Zanzibar island would
count as AF-032 for IOTA purposes, I was
able to borrow one of the IOTA Committee's Yaesu FT-900AT portable transceivers
from Neville G3NUG. Following my experiences in Mykonos earlier this year, I decided to carry the transceiver in my hand
luggage and only the power supply in the
checked luggage.

address of Ted, 5Z4NU, who is the Honorary Secretary of the Amateur Radio Society
of Kenya (ARSK), who gave some most
helpful advice, including that it was strictly
illegal to even possess a transceiver in
Kenya without a licence, and that it was almost impossible to get a visitors licence
within one year. As we were only in Kenya
for two twelve hour stops, I decided to take
the risk and claim to be "in transit" if challenged.

As we were going to be in a different location every night whilst on the mainland, I
needed an antenna which was easy to erect
and remove. Before we left the UK, I made
up a lightweight, coaxial fed 20 metre dipole with extensions for 30 metres. I also
took along my much travelled multiband
wire dipoles for 80 to 10 metres to use in
Zanzibar.

With what appeared to be all arrangements
in place, we just had to wait for the big day
to come round.
BRISTOL TO NAIROBI - 15 th September
We left Bristol International Airport on the
shuttle to Brussels at 06 30 local, with our
bags checked through to Nairobi. The
transceiver in my hand luggage caused great
consternation amongst the security men at
Brussels, probably because the X-rays
couldn't penetrate the metal case, and it was
minutely examined by them on both the
outward and return journeys.

In late July, Fabio, I4UFH was very active
on SSB from Zanzibar as 5H3FS, and I
contacted him by e-mail for further advice.
Both he and Jorma OH2KI warned me that
Customs may be a problem, particularly
leaving Kenya and entering Zanzibar, although production of the Tanzanian licence
was claimed to solve most problems in that
country. I was thus concerned at the possibility of being charged duty on the radio,
cameras etc. on exit from Zanzibar and/or
Kenya, so contacted the UK Customs at
Avonmouth and obtained from them a certified the list of equipment as having been
exported from the UK.

We arrived at Nairobi at 11 pm local time
and passed through Customs and Immigration without difficulty, even though Jan's
bag was superficially searched. We then
took a London style black taxi to the Oakwood Hotel for the night.
NAIROBI TO MOSHI - le September

In early September, Harald, DL7VSN announced that he would be active on CW and
RTTY as 5H1/DL7VSN from Zanzibar for a
three week period starting r h September,
which overlapped our own visit by 5 days.
Some hasty research and a call to International Directory Enquiries gave me a telephone number. A quick call to Berlin to exchange e-mail addresses and we were able
to compare notes and exchange information
prior to him travelling. I arranged to phone
him at the Tamarind Beach Hotel and to
meet when we arrived on the island.

After some confusion, we caught the
DAVANU shuttle bus at 8 am and set off
for the Keys Hotel in Moshi. On the Tanzanian side of the border post at Namanga I
produced a copy of my list and requested it
be stamped by the Customs officer. This
proved to be a mistake as he gave me severe
ear ache as I did not have the correct forms.
It was only when I produced the licence and
explained that I was on holiday and would
be taking all my equipment and other personal effects back to the UK with me after
two weeks that he finally agreed to endorse
the list. He didn't even ask to see any of the

Michael, 5H3MS also gave me the e-mail
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positions will be equipped with a modified PK-232 terminal unit for RTTY operation, and
second PK-232 will be available for back-up.
A fifth operating position, equipped with an FT-920, will be used primarily for 6m operation, and will run in beacon mode when there is no band opening.
A second FT-920 will be available as a back-up radio for any of the operating positions.
The antenna system is expected to consist of the following:
160m:
80m:
40m:
20m:
15/1 Om:

30m:
30/17/12m:
6m:

Battlecreek Special vertical, which will also be a back-up antenna
for 80 and 40 metres.
4-square array of Gladiator vertical antennas.
4-square array of Gladiator vertical antennas.
Cushcraft 3-element monoband Yagi
Two Cushcraft A3S multiband Yagis, one with extension for 40m.
Phased verticals
Cushcraft A3WS
Cushcraft Yagi

A Butternut HF-6V vertical wilt serve as a general back-up antenna and for monitoring
propagation.
Antennas will be spaced as widely as possible to minimise station interaction and, in
some cases, allow simultaneous operation on both CW and SSB on the same band.
Something like 1km of co-axial cable will be used!

BAND PLANS
The following frequencies should be used as guidelines, and all are +/- QRM. In any
case, these frequencies are subject to comment by the DXing fraternity, and may be
changed before the DXpedition commences.
160:CW 1824, SSB 1845
80:CW 3502, SSB 3805 (QSX down)
40:CW 7002, RTTY 7035, SSB 7080
30:CW 10102
20: CW 14022, RTTY 14080, SSB 14195

18:CW 18072, SSB 18145
21:CW 21022, RTTY 21080, SSB 21295
24:CW 24892, SSB 24945
28:CW 28022, RTTY 28080, SSB 28495
50:CW 50102, SSB 50145

All operations will be split up, with the exception of 80m SSB where the split may also
be down to accommodate both EU and USA requirements Please do not under any
circumstances call on the DXpedition transmit frequency unless the operator clearly indicates that he has reverted to transceive If this happens at all then it will only be towards the end of the DXpedition when the pile-ups are worked well down. Splits will be
kept to a minimum consistent with the size of the pile-up. On CW it is hoped to contain
the pile-up within 5KHz and on SSB within 20kHz.
It is appreciated that the published frequencies will give problems to some classes of
USA licenses and possibly elsewhere in the world. All 9MOC operators will be aware of
country-specific and licence-specific bandplan limitations The DXpedition will therefore
also operate in the general/novice class sections of the bands from time to time as the
DXpedition progresses, specifically looking for those license classes with limited allocations.
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EXPEDITION PHILOSOPHY
The 9MOC DXpedition is being planned with the intention, to borrow a phrase from a
well-known beer advertisement, of "reaching the parts which other Spratly expeditions
have not reached". By taking the latest equipment, a substantial amount of antenna
hardware, and making effective use of computer systems and the Internet, the target is
to make at least 40,000 QSOs, with particular emphasis on specialist bands and
modes, and on reaching parts of the world (such as east Coast US) which have a difficult propagation path to Spratly
The operators will use split-frequency operation at all times, unless pile-ups become
minimal towards the end of the operation, and there will be no list or net operations.
The operators will endeavour to use best practice at all times, including frequent station
identification.
Logs will be posted regularly on the Internet (with help from Don Greenbaum, N1DG)
which, it is hoped, will minimise the problem of "insurance" contacts.
QSLs will available at the earliest opportunity after the DXpedition, and will be available
direct (for direct requests) and via the bureau (for cards received via the bureau). SWL
cards will also be answered.
SPECIAL INTEREST FOCUS
The CDXC Layang Layang expedition plans to pay particular attention to special interest activities including the low bands, the WARC bands, 6m, and RTTY. With the potential to run 4 HF stations plus 6m simultaneously, we should be able to accomplish
this while, at the same time, satisfying demand on the bread-and-butter bands of 20, 15
and 10 (which we hope will be open to a number of parts of the world by then).
6m
On 6 metres, we will be using the new FT-920 transceiver, kindly loaned by Yaesu, and
capable of running 100 watts output. We will be using Yagi antenna, and will maintain a
beacon on 50 110MHz in order to alert distant operators to band openings. G3SED, an
experienced 6-metre DXer, will oversee operations on this band.
LF Bands
We have several team members with extensive LF experience (G3XTT, for example,
has 220 countries worked on 160, and holds several records for CQ WW Phone and
CW contesting on 160). Although space on the island is limited, we believe there is
room to set up a four-square antenna for 40 metres, another 4-square for 80 metres,
and a reasonable vertical/inverted-I for 160. These antennas will, almost certainly,
have to serve for receiving as well.
We have paid particular attention to the successful LF activities of a number of recent
expeditions, especially the VKOIR operation, using four-square vertical arrays from
Gladiator, and several operations (P2 S2 VK9) by a German group using Titanex verticals, and intend to emulate their success. By scheduling our operation early in the year,
we expect good LF propagation to all parts of the world, and expect to cover all sunrise
and sunset openings on all three LF bands throughout our stay on the island.

Around this time I joined the Internet, and
with Roger G3SXW's help found the information on reciprocal licensing on Veikko,
OH2MCN's web site. This was most comprehensive and had been prepared by Michael 5H3MS, who I contacted via e-mail in
mid February. He was most helpful and offered to assist in obtaining the licence from
the Tanzanian Communications Commission (TCC) in exchange for his expenses
and a modest donation to the Tanzanian
Amateur Radio Club.

was across the border to the town of Moshi
and the Keys Hotel.
The Keys has e-mail and the manager, Lucy
Ndesamburo was very helpful in advising us
and finalising our travel arrangements in
mainland Tanzania. These included the
shuttle from Nairobi, a five day safari with
the exclusive services of a driver, four
nights in wildlife lodges in different National Parks, and a flight to Zanzibar from
Kilimanjaro International Airport. I made a
point of asking about erecting temporary
antennas at the hotel, and was assured that it
would be no problem.

Michael recommended that it would be advisable to start early, as things take time in
Tanzania! Amongst other formalities, it was
In mid April, Jorma,
necessary to buy an Application Form for
10,000 Tanz-anian
Shilling (TSh) about £10, complete it and send it,
together with vari140°1••00 .
mania°
ous supporting doc• A ■ ui.a •-""
uments and a fur0°4',
O Pemba
Torangine
ther 10,000 TSh to
k Zanzibar
Michael,
who
Dar es S aam
would
physically

•

TANZANIA

take it to the TCC
and obtain the
*Mbeya
licence. I arranged
to transfer the cash
to the UK bank
account of one of
Michael's friends in
Dar es Salaam and the Application Form arrived in early April. I requested the callsigns of 5H3WH or 5H3PW, with the prefix
changing to 5H1 for Zanzibar.
We consulted various tour operators' bro-

chures, but couldn't find exactly what we
wanted, so decided to make our own travel
arrangements. Internet access made this
very easy. After much research and consultation of the Lonely Planet guide to East
Africa, our travel plans were firmed up. We
had booked our flights from Bristol to Nairobi via Brussels and Kigali, Rwanda on
15 th September, returning via the same route
on 30th. After a night in Nairobi, our route

'

Town and also has e-mail. It is very reasonably priced and sounded like a good
compromise. They also raised no objections
to me erecting antennas, subject to there
being no interference to their other guests.
My licence was issued on 5 th August, stating
that the callsign would be 5H/G3SWH and
was promptly forwarded to me by Michael,
5H3MS. I queried the prefix and was assured that it was an error and should be
5H3/G3SWH from the mainland and
5H1/G3SWH from Zanzibar. I immediately
sent a copy to the DXCC desk at ARRL.

Beverage antennas will not be used as the layout of the island precludes their use in
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OH2K1 made very
much the same trip
and operated as
5H3KII, although
he only made 200
QSO's. We exchanged many emails about his
experiences and
recommendat-ions.
In Zanzibar, Jan
wanted to spend a
couple of nights in
the capital, Stone
Town, and then
move on to a hotel
on the east coast
but I felt that after
living out of a suit-case for a week, I wanted
to have a base. Jorma suggested the Mtoni
Marine Centre, which is just north of Stone
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getting ready for us to go out for dinner and
to enjoy the evening. Such a formula had
worked very successfully in previous years
and once again caused no problems between
us. The only thing I had to promise was to
QRT when Jan was ready to go out (and to
be ready myself by then).

for the last two years. He erected 4 el. wire
delta loop for 20M and carried daily schedules through the long path with
LZ1KDP.(23,0001an path). Though being
very busy with the program, Dan made
every effort to be active on the amateurs
bands.

Activity over the weekend 14/15 th was good,
and accounted for almost 64% of the total of
1164 QSO's, that I made this year, including
135 on 24.9 MHz. The QSO rate was unusually low during the beginning of the
week, but improved on Thursday 19 th, when
I made 177 QSO's.

This year we a planning to equip LZOA with
digital modes: RTTY and Packet Radio.
Several Bulgarian companies donated funds.
Internet Business Center Ltd. donated USD
600$. Even though we need some more donors. We have to buy a NoteBook computer,
digital modem, software and tribander Yagi.

By far the most numerous were the Germans, who made a total of 217 QSO's, followed by the Italians at 115. UK was in
third place with 66. I worked a total of 55
DXCC countries, bringing the total for three
years to 97. Maybe next year I'll top the
100 and get a DXCC from Mykonos!

We made several tests and found that any
computer even a 286 will do the job but it
should be low weight. That is why we are
looking for cheap notebook.
Any one who would like to help with
monetary donation or second hand computer/modem send me a message for details
please.

Special QSL's have been printed and are
available either direct with reply paid postage from my home address (I'm QTHR in
any call book since 1970) or via the RSGB
Bureau.

A HOLIDAY EXPEDITION TO
TANZANIA
Phil Whitchurch, G3SWH

LZOA SOUTH SHETLAND

I think it was whilst we were on the plane
home from Beijing on Christmas Eve 1996
that my wife Jan and I decided that our next
big trip would be to the island of Zanzibar.
Our discussions quickly expanded into a
week on safari in mainland Tanzania and a
week relaxing on the beach on the island.
Almost immediately, my thoughts turned to
the possibility of getting a licence and
playing some radio whilst there.

Harry Popov LZ188

Good news for the DX community. In connection with scientific program a team will
visit Bulgarian Antarctic base "St. Kliment
Ohridski" on Livingston island, South
Shetland group. The team will fly on 24 th
Novembr'97andisplgtobeh
island around 7th December. They will be
there for the summer season.

the main directions. However, we are looking into other types of directional receiving
antennas for 160 metres.
RTTY

Several of the expedition members have extensive RTTY experience. K5VT, VK2BEX,
G3OZF and G3XTT are all long-time RTTY operators, with DXing, contesting and expedition experience. We have been offered, by Garry NI6T, the loan of a specially
modified PK232, used by VKOIR and other major expeditions. By siting our HF stations
as far apart as possible within the confines of the island, we hope to be able to run
RTTY simultaneously with operating at least one other mode on the same band. RTTY
will not, therefore, have to suffer in second place to SSB or CW.
Our prime band for RTTY operation will be 20 metres, but we will make use of other
bands as appropriate to ensure that every part of the world has the possibility of making
RTTY QSOs.
SPRATLY DXPEDITION SERVER

As part of the DXpedition's programme to optimise technology, the entire area of logging has been examined closely. It is intended that all QSOs made during the DXpedition will be immediately logged to computer and innovative techniques have been devised to manage the logging process and provide information in real time to the operators. This unique project has resulted in the Spratly DXpedition Server, the rationale
and objectives of which are discussed below.
Introduction

Many DXpeditions have attempted, with greater or lesser success, to log QSOs at several operating positions using computers and then merge the logs into a consolidated,
centralised log. Usually this has been done using the de-facto standard CT. In more
recent times the consolidated logs have occasionally been made available in some
form on the Internet, sometimes even whilst the DXpedition is still in progress.
A number of factors have tended to limit the success of these experiments:
•

Most DXpeditions want to use laptops because of weight and space considerations.
Unfortunately, laptops are poorly equipped in terms of serial ports — few have more
than one. CT will work with two serial ports in a "daisy chain" configuration but this
is problematic in that failure of any component in the chain signals failure of the
network as a whole.

•

CT, whilst an admirable program for contesting does not really adapt fully to DXpeditioning where, these days, there is a real prospect of making 50k to 75k QSOs
The QSO database in CT is held in memory and this means that substantial machines are needed to support a major DXpedition, since all QSOs from all stations
are held on all logging computers.

•

Most inter-computer links tend to be at RS-232 level, which has a generally poor
signal-to-noise performance resulting in problems when several kW of RF are flying
round in the vicinity.

PLANNING AND PREPARATION

Radio man of the expedition is Dan,
LZ2UU. One of most experienced and educated Bulgarian amateurs. He will be using
the call LZOA which is issued for the base
on Livingston Isl.

Enquiries of the Tanzanian High Commission in London produced an address for the
East African P & T Corporation in Dar-esSalaam, and in early January 1997 1 duly
sent a letter of enquiry. No reply was ever
received and I subsequently discovered that
this organisation was disbanded in 1977!

Dan proved to be very successful operator
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The above observations prompted a reappraisal of objectives and technologies, the results of which are presented below
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Objectives
1. The logging stations should be able to operate well with PCs in the upper 286 or
lower 386 class,
2 None of the PCs should need to be capable of supporting more than a single serial
port,
3 There should be no limit, within reason, on the number of QSOs that can be logged,
either at the logging station or elsewhere;
4 The entire system should have good immunity to RF fields;
5 The entire system should have few single points of failure of any type and especially
should have the absolute minimum of points of failure that could cause loss of the
entire system;
6 The system should be capable of collecting all logs and creating a consolidated
DXpedition log both during and after the DXpedition;
7 The system should be capable of creating log updates for upload to the Internet;
8. The system should be able to provide operators with DXpedition-wide and individual
statistics, on-line from the operating position.

Basic principles
A separate "Server" is provided, into which all logging stations connect via packet
TNCs. The use of TNCs is a key component in the strategy as the multi-stream capability of these units means that they can be employed as a multiplexer, concentrating
several data streams to a single COM port on the server, thus meeting objective 2
above. The server software has been developed by John Linford G3WGV, author of the
popular TurboLog station logging software.
Each logging station runs a modified version of TurboLog. TurboLog was used in the
VK9MM DXpedition in 1993, logging over 44,000 QSOs. The modified version knows
about the DXpedition server and works with it to provide various DXpedition specific
features. The logging stations connect via packet TNCs and UHF radio links to the
server.
The server provides the following major functions:
1. Automatic collection of QSOs, both at the time they are made, or, in the event that
the server has been off-line, in background "catch-up" mode;
2. Various statistical analyses which can be requested by the operators at the logging
stations;
3. Talks, announces and VWVVs, precisely as per PacketCluster;
4. Maintaining DXpedition system time on all connected PCs;
5. Capability of uploading to the Internet using the QSO format devised for the VKOIR
DXpedition;
6. Provide each operator with details of band, mode, etc. in use at the other operating
positions.
The end result will be that log consolidation will happen in the background, without intervention by the expedition operators, the software at the same time allowing the operating positions to maintain contact by means of "Talk" messages, etc. A range of queries of the main log database will allow the team to identify successful propagation
paths and band openings.
The 9MOC expedition will provide a valuable test of the server software which, it is
hoped, can then be used by subsequent DXpeditions.
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cure area, whereupon a further incomprehensible conversation took place with another
official, who instructed me to go out to the
aircraft with a Greek baggage handler.

radio on the balcony and made a few QSO's
on 18.1 MHz CW. The first CQ at 16.06
UTC produced a nice run of 38 mainly
European stations in just less than 30 minutes before we went to the beach for some
food before our first night on the town.

Another passenger who had lost all his luggage came with us. At the aircraft, the baggage handler calmly opened the cargo hold
I'm afraid the Yaesu FT-900AT is not a
door and invited us to climb inside to idengood CW radio, even though it is fitted with
tify our missing bags. I found the radio ala narrow filter. My main complaint is that
most immediately, still bearing the original
you cannot turn off the AGC, only select
Santorini label and retired to the terminal
"slow" or "fast". There is no RF gain conbuilding. The other chap was not so lucky,
trol, only a 10 dB attenuator and an AF gain
as he had only found his rucksack before the
control. Even with IRT, a narrow CW filter
Captain of the aircraft arrived and ordered
is not good for running a pile up and I prefer
him out of the hold as he was "a security
a good set of British Standard ears. The
risk". I believe he then went and sat on the
problem with having even fast AGC in opaircraft and reeration meant that
fused to move un- ISLAND OF MYKONOS, G RECCE
a static crash or a
til they found his
strong signal on
missing bags!
an adjacent channel would activate
It was then a short
the AGC and oftaxi ride to the Ge- IOTA: EU-067
ten cause me to
ranium apart- LOC: KM27QU
lose the signal I
ments, where an- Lat: 37°50 N Long: 25°20 E
was copying. I
other old friend,
am sure that the
My special thanks to my wife Jan, and to Paris and Maya Panayoyopoulos
Paris Panayoyoof the Geranium Apartments, without whose tolerance and encouragement
QSO rate suffered
this operation would not have been possible.
poulos made us
73 and thanks for the contact
Phil Whaclanch, G3SWH as a result and
most
welcome.
/1011111111LNII POW fa.U10 7100••••LNIS
may have caused
After
bringing
some of the
each other up to date with events since last
weaker stations not to make a QSO. For
year, we got unpacked and I started to erect
that my apologies.
the inverted Vee wire antennas which I have
The following morning Jan was feeling
used on my previous expeditions, and which
tired, possibly as a result of the previous
have proved to be very successful.
evening's revelling, but most likely because
We originally started staying at the Geraof the travelling. I was up at about 06.00
nium Apartments because they suited our
UTC and made a few QSO's on 18.1 and
holiday requirements - clean, well appointed
10.1 MHz before settling down to a three
and with a much higher degree of comfort
hour run on 14 and 21 MHz, again mostly
than the average Greek standard. They also
with Europe. When Jan surfaced, we spent
turned out to be the most superb radio locaa few hours on the beach, but I was on the
tion, being located at the top of the hill
air again by 15.30 UTC for an hour or so,
overlooking the town, at about 200 metres
before dinner and another evening of revabove sea level, with a slight upward slope
elry.
to the north and an otherwise clear take off
The pattern was thus set; an hour or so of
in all other directions.
activity in the mornings whilst Jan was
sleeping, and an hour or so in the late afterWhilst Jan finished unpacking, I took the
noon over a vodka and tonic whilst Jan was
opportunity of a vodka and tonic, set up the

SVO/G3SWit

!AIM Ng M. HIM
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Fortunately, he allowed us through without
making a charge. I was at pains to point out
that the container held a radio and was requested to take all our baggage to the security desk where it could be X-rayed. We
then went through into the departure lounge
for a well earned cup of coffee.

BY PHIL WHITCHURCH, G3SWH
I have never been a superstitious person, so
the prospect of travelling by air on Friday
13th June 1997 held no fears for me. I may
have to reconsider that!

Hardly had we sat down than there was an
announcement calling us and about a dozen
or so other people to the Gatwick Handling
desk. The poor chap at the desk had no idea
why all these people had been paged, and it
was some time before another girl appeared
and explained that the flight was going on to
Santorini after Mykonos and that all our
baggage had been mistakenly marked with
Santorini labels. She undertook that if we
gave her our tags she would arrange for
them to be re-marked for Mykonos. I asked
her if we should actually identify our baggage, but was told that it wasn't necessary.
For some inexplicable reason, our seat allocation was also changed, which did not endear us to the airline, as Jan and I had managed to get seats on an emergency exit with
a bit of extra leg room.

This year was my third holiday expedition
to the Greek Island of Mykonos to operate
as SV8/G3SWH, and our 15 th visit in all.
Mykonos is one of the Cyclades Islands and
counts as EU-067 for IOTA. Previous expeditions had proved very popular and I had
racked up almost 2000 QSO's on CW during the previous two years' activities.
This year I arranged to borrow one of the
IOTA Committee's Yaesu FT-900AT transceivers as I felt that this was lighter and
more portable than my ancient and weighty
FT-101ZD, which I had used in previous
years.
The FT-900AT, complete with mains power
supply, Bencher type paddle and microphone had been received from Neville,
G3NUG in a superb container suitable for
the hold of the aircraft. I had previously
carried the FT-10IZD as hand luggage
without difficulty and stowed it in the overhead locker, but the FT-900AT container
was far too bulky to fit. I planned to check
in the radio as hold luggage, together with
my 30 foot telescopic mast.

The flight was uneventful, but cramped and
on arrival at Mykonos airport we waited in
the arrivals area for our luggage to be unloaded. I remember saying to Jan that I had
a bad feeling about the luggage, especially
when a lot of people got off the aircraft, but
not a lot of luggage. Sure enough, only two
of our three items of luggage arrived - the
missing item being the radio! Panic set in!
Fortunately, Eugene Griffin, a good friend
of ours who spends each summer on the island had met the aircraft, as had a Greek
speaking English friend of his called Julia.

A quick look at the tickets before leaving
for Gatwick showed our baggage allowance
to be only 15 Kg each, rather than the usual
22 Kg, so the telescopic mast was left at
home.

Julia literally grabbed me by the arm and
rushed me up to the airport administration
office and held a vigorous conversation in
Greek with an official. We then whisked off
through the security checks into the depar-

At the airport check-in desk the total weight
of our luggage was 57 Kg, and the girl
started talking to her supervisor about excess baggage charges.
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OXCC AYPORT
DXCC AWARDS
This CDXC Newsletter feature lists all UK HF DXCC participants appearing in QSTO, including callsigns and their DXCC credits.:

NEW MEMBERS
Mixed: G3FNM
G4OWF
Phone: G3MFW
G4OWF
CW:
GSOSTB
40m:
G3VXJ

147
216
102
212
105
113

Phone

ENDORSEMENTS
Mixed:

G3AAG
G3HSR
G3JAG

262
262
352

G3PJT
G3VKW
G4MVA
GM3WIL
GMODEQ

327
340
307
335
201

CW:

G3GHY
G3PJT
G3VXJ
G4MVA
GMODEQ

253
164
287
300
173

G3PJT
G3RZP
G3VKW
GOENW
GM3WIL
GMOLYO

178
208
335
286
335
152

10M

G3PJT

161

NEVIS/ST KITTS SPLIT?

HONOR R01.11,
Mixed .

G3RZP

327

voted unanimously for the break, the first
step in a move that next requires the approval of two-thirds of Nevis' 5,000 registered voters. No date was set for this referendum. Residents of Nevis have long
wanted to split from St Kitts and only reluctantly joined it in a federation after the
islands gained independence from Britain in
1983.

The following recently appeared on the DX
Reflector:
Subj: [DXJ Nevis a New DXCC Country
Date: 18/10/97 03:47:11
From: ve2 zpebbs. ve3j I amp -. org
G'day folks. Some of you are getting into
quite a lather over the possible dissolution
of the Federation of St Kitts and Nevis. I
suspect most of you are reacting to a news
story that appeared in many newspapers.
On Wednesday 15 October, the Montreal
Gazette carried the following story:

The federation's Prime Minister, Denzil
Douglas, has said he would not oppose secession, and most residents of St Kitts appeared indifferent to losing their tiny neighbour. During the debate, which lasted into
the early hours yesterday, lawmaker Joseph
Parry argued for a more gradual split.
Parry, a Douglas ally, said Nevis was not
prepared to assume the costs of independence, including higher taxes and loss of federal infrastructure

NEVIS MULLS SECESSION FROM ST
KITTS. BASSETERRE, St Kitts (Associated Press)
In a vote that could produce one of the
world's smallest countries, lawmakers on
the Caribbean island of Nevis agreed yesterday to secede from its federation with St
Kitts.

Once reliant on sugar, cotton and coconuts
for revenue, both islands depend increasingly on tourism, offshore banking and
light- and high-technology industries for income

Cheers erupted in the gallery of the Nevis
legislature when the island's five lawmakers

None of this means that Nevis will become
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I Convincing the voters of Nevis that they
would be better off separate from St Kitts;
2 Mustering 66% of them to vote YES.

independent tomorrow, next month, next
year, or ever
Yes, the island's legislature has taken the
first step, passing a resolution to hold a referendum on the question of independence.
However, it has not yet set a date for the
referendum, nor has it chosen the wording
of a question, or developed a plan to the day
after independence.

While I know nothing of the reasons for this
move to come now, and while I know very
little about the politics of those islands, I do
know a little about referendums. I live in
Quebec, where in the last twenty years we
have had two referendums on secession
from Canada and a third on an inverse
question. All three failed. They were ugly,
divisive affairs and I would not recommend

Under the federation's constitution, 66% of
Nevis voters must vote YES That is an awfully high hurdle in any jurisdiction, and in a
place with only 5,000 voters, and a similar
number of taxpayers, the costs of independence may be frightful. Keeping just one
diplomat at the United Nations might cost
the average Nevis taxpayer $50. Maintaining a bare-bones diplomatic service would
cost individuals hundreds. That's a heavy
price to pay, and only one part of the cost of
independence.

the experience to anyone.
Referendums on any issue are rarely winning propositions. Historically, two out of
three referendums fail. Referendums on
huge issues like independence are particularly tough to win. Given the potential costs
to the people of Nevis, I wouldn't put any
money on Nevis separating from St Kitts
anytime soon. Don't modify your DXCC
list yet.

This is not the first time this issue has come
Frankly, I think its rather distasteful for you
up. Nevis separatists helped craft the fedfolks to sit
eral constituthere rubbing
tion before the
Anguilla
your hands
beislands
St. Martin
with glee at
indecame
St. Barthelemy
pendent,
inthe prospect
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
ST. CHRISTOPHER AND NEVIS
the
of a country
cluding
Johns
Basseterre
falling ap-art.
provisions to
Montserrat °
allow Nevis'
If it was your
Guadeloupe
country, you
secession.
Basse-Terre o Marie Galante
might
Separatists of
well
have
one party or
more
another have
emotion inheld a majority on the island's legislature
vested in the matter, and you might well resince St Kitts-Nevis became independent in
sent outsiders egging on one side or the
1983, and they have elected some or all of
other to fit their interests. Please show some
the island's three MPs in the 11-seat federal
restraint.
parliament in every election since. In June
When it happens, if it happens, Nevis will
1996, Nevis Premier Amory instructed the
be duly added to the DXCC list, almost
island's legal department to prepare a bill
certainly on the unanimous recommendation
for secession.

o

of the DXAC. Wild hairy speculation now
isn't helpful. It's just rude.

If the current Nevis government decides to
actually call a referendum of secession, they
will have two large hurdles to cross:

73, Dave VE2ZP/VE9CB

ve2sp@bbs.ve3jfampr org
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to log stations in the garden at my cousin's
QTH in VK2 I has horrendous QRM. At the
time I was using just the antenna which
Sony provide, but I am sure that something
longer or higher would have been the same.
However, I persevered and during one
magic opening on 20m, around 1600 local
time, I heard C21/ZL I AMO during one of
Ron's brief SSB operations, There must
have been a lift on as I also heard T32,
VK9NS (Jim Smith) and FK. Sounds good,

but remember I was in VK2 where it wasn't
quite the exotic DX it would be back home.
I hope I have given you all a taste of catching DX when you aren't at home with a
seven-element beam! Believe me, you can
hear the DX on a receiver as small as the
Sony and certainly feel the same achievement as if working from home. Try it one
day, especially from EA8 - a well-known
DX contest spot.

MAT#RE/t/TCOAVER
BALEARIC ISLANDS
UNIVERSIADA 99 AWARD

once per band. Each of the 4 cantons must
be worked at least one time. Each contact =s
I point.

This award publicises the 1999 World University Games. Contact 15 EA6 or EC6 stations from the Balearic Islands from 1 April
1997 through the end of the games in 1999
are required. FIF contacts on CW or SSB.
GCR list and fee of $US8 or 16 IRC's to:
Union Radioaficionados de Palma, Apdo.
314, 07080 Palma de Mallorca, Balearic Islands, Spain. (TKS The 599 Report)

Europeans: 1.8-28 MHz need 40 points.
DX: 1.8-28 MHz need 20 points.
Above 30 MHz - all need 15 points.
QSO's may NOT be made by digipeater,
croSSBand or crossmode methods.
GCR list and fee of $US7, DM12, 10SFr or
7 IRC's to: Albert Zahner HB9BCK,
Scherzingerstr.23, 8595 Altnau, Switzerland. (TKS HB9BCK)

RUSSIA - 70 YEARS OF THE
RADIO IN ORENBURG REGION
Work 10 stations operating from the Orenburg Region of Russia during the period 1
June 1997 to 1 June 1998. Eligible prefixes
would include: UA9S, RA9S, RW9S, RP9S,
RV9S, RX9S, RK9S, RZ9S, U9S. The same
station may be worked for credit on different bands. SWL OK. GCR list and fee of
$US2 to: Larichev K.P, PO Box 2331,
Orenburg-1, 460001 Russia.

USA - 30 METER QRP
MILLENNIUM CHALLENGE
The first person to work 200 countries (confirmed by QSL) using a maximum of 2W
RF output on the 30M band by 1 January
2000 will be awarded a "very, very nice trophy". Contacts must be made on or after 1
July 1997. The confirming QSL cards
should indicate that QSO's were made at
QRP levels. Any mode may be used except
via repeaters. Available to all licensed amateurs world-wide. Apply to: Marshall Bryce
WB8VGE, PO Box 508, Masillon, Ohio
44646.

SWITZERLAND - ALPSTEIN
AWARD
Earn points as noted below by contacting
the following 4 cantons of Switzerland during the period of 1 April 1997 to 30 April
1998: AR, Al, SG, TG. A contact with
I-1135CC may be used to substitute for one
missing canton. Each station may be worked

(Thanks KlBV Internet page — look at:

http://top. monad net/41 bv)
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SWLING AROUND THE WORLD

years but then managed to pick up a second
hand Kenwood R-2000 General Coverage
receiver. This was light enough - approx 12
lbs - and convenient to slip into my new
flight bag. By this time I had started taking
regular holidays in the Canary Islands and,
having found a quiet spot on the south coast
of Tenerife, I now take the R-2000 with me
on most occasions. Oh! What bliss to tune
the bands compared to the little Sony.

David Whitaker, BRS25249, ISWL G-10059

For a number of years I have been allowed
to combine my annual vacations with a spot
of Amateur Band radio listening. I say allowed because I am fortunate in having a
very understanding XYL. Bless her - she
sees my piece of wire draped around the
hotel bedroom as somewhere to hang out the
washing! Seriously, whilst away from the
home QTH one does have to maximise
every piece of space that is available. More
often that not my humble bit of wire is then
taken outside onto the hotel balcony to
decorate that too!

The holiday QTH sits literally on the beach
and when the tide comes in half the hotel
goes under water. I assumed that this was
going to be the most perfect spot for
SWLing, but not quite. Initially I got a lot of
receiver noise from the hotel air conditioning system. (As previously stated, my antenna did have limitations being in an hotel).

I guess it must be at least ten years or so ago
that I first thought about playing radio in
foreign parts. Laurie, G3UML, had given
me a glowing report on his Sony ICF 7600,
which he had used in the Caribbean on one
occasion. So it was this particular model I
purchased and then set off to Madeira to try
it out.

Whilst SWLing in EA8 I have noticed different propagation paths and different times
of band openings compared to the UK. I am
usually in Tenerife in the late autumn or the
middle of spring. The past two years have
seen 20m opening at sunrise but often staying open until midnight. Previously, when
the sunspots have been more plentiful, the
band would remain open all day.

The ICF 7600 has SSB capability which,
with some fine tuning, can resolve amateur
signals quite satisfactorily. I was pleasantly
surprised with its performance, so much so
that it now accompanies me whenever I
travel abroad. In fact it has travelled much
of the world, having been to New Zealand,
Australia, Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore,
the Canary Islands and Tunisia.

As to be expected, 10 and 15m have been
patchy lately, but I shall never forget when
in 1993 I was tuning over 10m quite late one
evening and there was a VR6 ragchewing
with a VE7! I heard both sides of the QSO
with no QSB. Magic, I though! On another
occasion, during a major contest when I had
been listening on 40m, I suddenly heard a
KFI6 at 0900 at great strength working
hordes of Ws. Normally 40m can be a
struggle but, being so near to Africa, one
does hear a number of countries on that
continent. I have now logged 234 countries
on all bands during my visits to Tenerife,
which is not too bad on a piece of seasprayed wire.

So what's so special about being as SWL on
holiday abroad? Well, if you are keen (my
wife say mad!) and simply hate being apart
from the home rig, here is a wonderful substitute. Before I set off on vacation I always
check that the batteries are new, or else fully
charged. Occasionally I remember to pack
the mains adapter! My antenna is usually no
more than 25 feet of wire, which is OK
when the HF bands are open but can be a
struggle on LF. Still, one can't expect miracles, can one?

My experiences with the Sony RX in the Far
East and Australia were not too successful. I
had constant line noise as most electrical
cables are above ground. Even while trying

I had my Sony hand-held for a number of
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NEW BAND FOR DXERS?

an excellent opportunity for IIF DXers, particularly those into weak-signal CW work
on topband, to show what they can do Now,
who's got a garden 1047 metres long for a
half-wave dipole?!

Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
CDXC Vice-Chairman
At the RSGB International HF and IOTA
Convention on 27 September, the RSGB
President, Ian Kyle, GI8AYZ/ MIOAYZ,
announced that a new band would soon be
available to UK amateurs

5V7A EMAIL QSLS
The new QS!, manager for 5V7A (CQ WW
CW contest 1997) is GM4FDM. Ills e-mail
address has changed. We accept e-mail QSI.
requests for replies via bureau. Please note
that the e-mail address to which these
should he addressed has changed to:

.

A couple of days earlier, the Radiocommunications Agency (RA) informed the RSGB
that they hope to release the CEPT-agreed
136kHz band to all UK Full Class A licence
holders early in 1998. This band has already
been allocated to all full licensees in Finland, and there are temporary permit holders
in Germany and Lithuania. Eventually it is
hoped that all CEPT countries will gain access to the new band.

wylie@soLco.uk
Note: QSLs for 5V7A (CQ WW CW contest
1996) continue to be handled by GM4AGL.
-Roger Western, G3SXW

Unlike the 73kHz band, the allocation at
136kHz will NOT require an `NoV' (Notice
of Variation) The 73kHz band will continue
in parallel with the new allocation until 31
December 1999. The RA has suggested that
no new NoVs for 73kHz will be issued after
31 December 1997.

DOUG DeMAW, W1FB, SK
Acclaimed ham radio icon Milton F.
"Doug" DeMaw, W 1113, died September
28. Ile was 71. One of the most widely published technical writers in Amateur Radio,
DeMaw was diagnosed with leukaemia earlier this year and had been in failing health
in recent weeks.

What distances will be possible on I36kHz?
Only time will tell, but it is likely to behave
more like 73kHz than topband. On 73kHz,
the furthest two-way contact yet recorded
was on 4 October, between G4JNT near
Southampton and GOONA in Feltham, over
a distance of 85km. However, HF39ASB reports he has definitely heard amateur CW in
the UK 73kHz band, although at such weak
levels that he has been unable to decipher a
callsign. Whoever it is, the distance is
around 1000km.

DeMaw was first licensed in 1950 as
W8HBS. An electrical engineer, he was a
member of the ARRL. Headquarters staff for
18 years--from 1965 to 1983--and served as
Technical Department Manager and Senior
Technical Editor from 1970 to 1983. During
his tenure at 110, DeMaw served as editor of
The ARRL Handbook. In 1970, he engineered the shift in emphasis toward solidstate design in QST and the Handbook. He
has hundreds of articles in QST and other
publications to his credit. DeMaw also was
founder and publisher of VHFer Magazine.
(His wife, Jean, WICKK, also worked on
the Headquarters staff ) DeMaw was a life
member of the ARRL and a senior member

New Zealand amateurs also have an LF allocation, at around 180kHz, and their signals have been heard across the Tasman Sea
in Australia, a distance of around 2000km. It
looks as if the new CEPT allocation will be
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of the

Mexico, called DeMaw's death "a personal
loss " Jones recalled how, as a young ham,
he had problems getting one of his First
transmitters to work He called the ARRL
and DeMaw talked him through the circuit
and helped him to uncover the problem. "I
remember thanking Mr DeMaw. He plainly
told me that hams are friendly folk and always share what they know."

After retiring to the family farm in Luther,
Michigan, he was elected chairman of the
lake County Board of Commissioners and
continued to write books and articles lie
also tried his hand in the Amateur Radio
business as proprietor of Oak Hills Research Among his other books, DeMaw
wrote W1FB's Design Notebook, W1FB's
QRP Notebook, WIFB's Antenna Notebook, and The ARRL Electronics Data
Book, which remain popular. In recent
years, DeMaw also penned regular columns
for CQ magazine and Monitoring Times.

Forrest Plumstead, WB5HQO, of Ft
Richardson, Arkansas, expressed similar
sentiments "He, more than anyone else I
can think of, encouraged me to build my
own equipment", he said. "The world of
ham radio has lost one of its giants."

A former ARRL colleague, Membership
Services Manager Chuck Hutchinson,
K8CH, counted DeMaw among his friends.
"Doug loved to experiment with circuits and
antennas. He also loved to encourage others
to try their hand at building," he recalled.
Hutchinson said DeMaw not only wrote
prolifically about ham radio but also about
gardening, another of his avocations. "He
was an avid gardener and cook", he said.
DeMaw also was an outdoorsman and
hunter. "Ile loved to hunt with bow and rifle- -both modern and muzzle loader. He
was very good at throwing a knife or
hatchet", Hutchinson said

Survivors include DeMaw's wife, Jean, and
a son, David, N8HLE, a technical writer
who lives in Connecticut.

-ARRL Letter

A NEW DXER?
Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
CDXC Vice-Chairman
Congratulations to 12-year old Mark
Haynes, 2E0APH, of Harlow, Essex, who
was the Runner-up in this year's Young
Amateur of the Year competition. The winner was 15-year old Emma Constantine,
2E I BVJ.

HQ staff member Paul Pagel, N I FB, also
was one DeMaw's colleagues during his
days at ARRL 11Q. "Amateur Radio benefited greatly from his work," Pagel said "He
was a multifaceted man. I doubt there was
anything he couldn't do if he set his mind to
it" Retired HQ staffer Jerry Hall, KITD,
who also worked with DeMaw during his
years at the League, called DeMaw a writer
of "uncanny" ability. "Doug could write it
once, and it was done", he recalled

Any 10m DXer living in the south-east of
England can't have failed to have heard
Mark on ground wave during the last few
months. Since gaining his class A Novice
callsign, Mark has been very active indeed
on 10m, working about 40 countries across
the whole of Europe during the Sporadic E
season with his 3 watts signal. I heard him
again during the RSGB 21 / 28MHz SSB
contest on 5 October and I hope he was able
to pick up 91280, ZS6/G3XTT and
5B4AFB, all of whom were looking for UK
signals on 10m in the contest. I have worked
Mark a couple of times and have been impressed by his good operating style, so I
hope it won't be too long before we're welcoming him into CDXC.

.

Another former HQ staffer, Gerry Hull,
WIVE/VEIRM, called DeMaw an important career influence. "He was always there
when I was stuck with a tough technical
challenge," he said.
Jim Jones, K5GSH, of Albuquerque, New
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001(W/Vgal 7eadee, giecf32525
At the time of compiling this, all radio
thoughts had turned to the SWL Challenge
which was to take place in a further two
weeks during the CQ World-wide Phone
contest weekend. In terms of the Challenge
itself, more publicity than in previous years
had been arranged, including coverage in
SWL magazines in Canada and New Zealand. It is hoped that participation will see a
new high this year as a result.
On a more personal level, I have organised a
multi-multi entry for the Challenge from my
QTH with 6 listeners (including CDXC listener, Mick Toms BRS31976). The team
will monitor the bands for the entire 48
hours and we have set several ourselves
some demanding targets which will, hopefully, set a difficult to beat mark which
teams can aim for in future years. The
multi-multi station will run with 2 x Kenwood R5000, 2 x Icom IC-R70, 1 x Icom
740 and 1 x NRD525 receiver. Antennas
will not be to 5V7A standards!, but a vertical for HF and dedicated wire antennas for
LF were planned. At the same time, a
multi-single entry using the same listeners
(when they were not logging at the main
multi-multi station), EasiCQWW software
and a single radio and antenna was also
planned. The intention of running in the m/s
category aswell was to show what could be
done with one receiver and an "ordinary"
antenna.

multi operator or a single operator entry for
that.
The results of the WPX SWL Challenge are
now available. 58 logs were received for
that event showing that SWL contesting is
very much alive.
Away from the contest scene, there is little
DX news from CDXC SWLs. I have only
been able to monitor the bands on a very occasional basis. Real DX had been hard to
come by at the late hours I had been able to
listen and all the major happenings of the
period had been missed. 7MHz had provided perhaps the best DX, with EMIHO
(Antarctica) and BD7AQ logged. The
21MHz SSB contest was entered but it was
hard going. Mick Toms BRS3I976 had
found 3.5MHz in fair shape, reporting JAs
and 9X0A. Mick had spent much of the period under review, getting a new Pentium
133 installed in his newly refurbished shack.
David Whitaker BRS25429 has little to report this month. He also reported shack refurbishment in readiness for the winter DX
season. He did, however, note very disturbed radio conditions from 9 th October.
VERON, the Dutch national society,
through the SWL pages of their monthly
magazine are compiling a European SWL
Most Wanted Countries list. Any SWL with
a heard total of 260+ DXCC countries is,
therefore, invited to send me a list of their
"missing" countries and I will pass the details on to VERON.

As this is a new initiative, our success
(hopefully) will be reported in the next
CDXC Newsletter. I hope that other CDXC
listeners will take part in the single operator
category during the SSB weekend as there
will be a certificate for the best single operator entry from a CDXC member. There
will also be an SWL Challenge at the same
time as the CW leg of CQ Worldwide, so
there is still a little time to arrange either a

Now that CDXC has an increased SWL
membership, it would be interesting to receive some input to this SWL column.
Now, sit back and enjoy David Whitaker's
account of being a DX SWL. Until next
time, 73, enjoy the beginning of the winter
contest season and enjoy your DXing
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THE MAKING OF A DXER

was destined to become one of the 'Deserving' as DXers like to style themselves.
Oh dear me, no!

Roland Smithers, G4HSD
We were just an ordinary couple bringing up
three normal sons until I made a terrible
mistake - or so have been told in later years.

We had one of those six feet wide Decca radiograms with the turntable at low level
between the two banks of stereo speakers.
From the time he could toddle, this fascinated him and when we dragged him away
and put him in his feeding chair, he would
imitate its action with his knife and plate
saying "click clack wecord". Out of the
mouths of babes and sucklings!

Remembering Year 1 of my Physics class, I
wound a number of turns of cotton covered
14 SWG copper wire round a six inch nail
and connected the ends to the protuberant
brass terminals of a double celled cycle
lamp battery - I reckon that's 2 x 1.5 = 3V
EMF potential (for those with limited electrical education). I then spread a handful of
pins - no, dopey, dressmaking pins - upon
the carpet and waddya know, when I offered
the nail to the pins, the latter leapt to the
former. Glory be! Halleluya!

It's fun to see how many countries you can spot on callsign badges. Here's some "good DX":
George, V73GT (his T-shirt is from ZD8, though!)

As the years went by, he got weirder and
weirder. No interest in football or cricket how weird can you get? And a vast disappointment to his father who dreamed of his
sons playing for England in either or both
sports. All that coddling on holiday beaches
for nothing! And the questions. When he
was six he said "Daddy, why does it take so

Now you'll understand this wasn't just
Dad's playtime, wasn't just an excuse for
not watching the current dumbing-down
presentation on the telly, not even an attempt on my part to expand the parameters
of state-of-the-art electronic theory. No, it
was my response to Harold Wilson's (the
Prime Minister of Great Britain) clarion call
to lead the world in the glorious white heat
of the Technological Revolution. I was going to sound the trumpet, to carry the flag, to
storm the barricades, to lead the charge into
the future. Well, not me exactly, in fact, not
me at all (I've always preferred to provide
the bullets rather than pull the trigger). My
sons.

long for the sound to come out when you
switch the wireless on!". "Oh, that's the
time it takes for the electricity to get round"
says Daddy with his mind on other things.

"But Daddy, how can that be when electricity travels at the same speed as light 186,000 miles per second?". Ye gods!
Then, at the age of eleven, he seemed to fall
into a depression. His caring Mum asked
him what the problem was. "I only want to

talk about electricity and radio and there's
no-one to talk to about it". "What about
your science master?". "He doesn't know as
much about it as 1 do". Grief!

Having established by experimentation the
authenticity of electrical theory - I think it's
something to do with magnetic induction of
coils - now came the time for demonstration.

Neville, G3NUG, presenting Ghis, ONSNT and Wes, W3WL a CDXC Plaque of Merit for the
VKOIR Heard island DXpedition.

3.

Not one to sleep on a problem, my wife
dashed off to Sutton library to seek a solution, and there it was: Sutton and Cheam
Radio Society Meetings at 'The Harrow'.
Way to go! So next meeting, there we were;
Colin in short trousers and me with a glass
of Guinness, both very happy, with Les
Seaton G3HSK, Bob Tillin G3MES, Roy
Scott G2CZH, Ron McDonald G3DCZ,
Mike Pharaoh G3LCII, Mitch Mitchell G8DF, Jack Korndorffer G2DMR and Andy
Maish G4ADM et al to answer (as best they
could) Colin's questions.

The 5 '/2 year old son ,exposed to this scientific miracle, said "Yeah" and went to do
something more interesting. The 6 month
old one said "Wharrzzh" and filled his
nappy. But the 3 year old said "C000rrrl"
He was hooked. Of course 'he' was Cohn,
eleven years later to become G4CWH. Mind
you, this wasn't the first indication that he
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We attended for years Cohn learned while I
listened and drank. We bought junk - did we
buy junk?! I think he's still got most of it that's why he had to buy this big house he's
got. I remember buying for sixpence, yes, a
'tanner' or 2 1/2p, an ex USAF receiver with
a 'handle' antenna that later got Colin's
picture on the front page of the local paper.
On this rig, he had heard an SOS from a
motorist stranded in the Scottish Highlands
and arranged for his rescue. Saved his life,
the paper said. You've got to believe it!
Another junk item was a model aircraft radio controller. I'd seen him fiddling about
with this; and thought he might be taking up
another hobby until I heard Andy G4ADM's voice coming through a speaker

ago I might brush it up. Wouldn't be
wasted then, would it? I thought it had been
up to then - never got to be a fighter/bomber
pilot after all. Finished up in the PBI and
never within a mile of a wireless set. Drill
was a good thing though - established the
rhythm you need for good CW! And there's
this 1 CWT (51 kg) of B40 (ex RN receiver)
sitting on the bench in his bedroom - sorry,
shack, I can use to listen to all the experts
banging away and it'll all come back! Used
to do 15 wpm, only 12 required for the GPO
test.
So, send off for the RAE manual. Gawd!
Ain't there a lot of it! Time is at a premium.
I am commuting to Crayford in Kent (pre
M25). 1.5 to 2 hours each way. Long day.
Family commitments. Ummm. Got it - tape
it! So the whole lot went on to 8 C120s to be
played in the car, there and back, day after
day. A bit of clarification from G4CWH
(my 'Elmer') when he came home for weekends and Bingo! - within 6 months a class A
licence was mine. Eureka!

-"GetofhairCn".
Didn't see or hear much of him once he'd
got his licence - he lived different hours
from us. He got some good DX though howzabout ZL on 80 metres! DX IS!
So off went G4CWH to university, leaving
behind two sad but proud parents and 264
feet of wire 35 feet up over the house. Not
only over the house but over the front garden, over the street and into a plane tree in
the garden of the house opposite; over the
back garden, over the garage, over the road,
behind and up into a pine tree in the garden
beyond that, with a sort of little plastic ladder leading up to the middle of it from his
bedroom. What to do! Don't know how to
get it down. Ignore it and wait for it to fall
down? No, Dad was brought up in the war hates waste - must make use of it. Really??
Yeah, why not? Ron, G3DCZ, used to say at
the meetings: "Of course you could get a li-

Around 5000 QSLs were checked for DXCC at the convention. Here CDXC member Jim Kellaway, G3RTE, is surrounded by piles of cards.

My log shows I made my first epochshattering CQ call on 1st December 1978.
G4CWH had told me how to work a converted Pye 'Recorder' radio telephone he
had left in the shack. I called CQ on 70.26
MHz from 21.38 to 21.41, from 22.30 to
23.10 and from 00.22 to 00.33 GMT (as we
called it then). Nobody answered. I called
for seven sessions on 2nd December - must
have been a Saturday! The same thing happened. Called the following day, the following day, the following day (by George,
this boy's got persistence) until, at 11.40 on
the 17th Holy Moses! a voice came back!
Wow, I shook from stem to stern. Who dat
dere? It turned out to be Dave - G4FKI from
Barkingside. Probably a very nice man but
the `Buro' hasn't sent on his OSL card yet!

cence if you put your mind to ft; just a bit of
spare time study. This is what a QSO is
(writing it down): CQ CQ CQ De G3DCZ
(Repeat) AR ,K and then out of the air
comes G3DCZ De G3XYZ' and you're off.
Nothing to it"

Colin comes home for Christmas bringing
his FT200 with him. Hooks it up, shows me
the ropes and, there it is in the log:

Well, I did learn the Morse code in the Air
Training Corps (Tuesdays and Fridays, 5 - 6
pm) between 1941 and 1943, only 35 years

22.12.78 20.45-20.55 1,950 MHz A3J
G2DMR

nr

Two members of the record-breaking VKOIR DXpedition, Wes, W3WL, and Ghis, ON5NT, gave
two superb presentations on Heard Island Wes is currently living in St Albans, so we hope to
welcome him to some CDXC events in the future.
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Dear old Jack! My very first HF contact and
what a portent for the future! Got his QSL
card too. The next log entry is (same day)
21.05-21.15 G4HSQ - Simon, Raynes Park.
We two excited schoolboys (I was 52) exulting in our newly- licensed access to `the
world at our fingertips'. THIS IS LIVING!

You've heard of the Three Tenors - these are the Three Ayatollahs! Three ex-EP2s pictured at
the RSGB HF and IOTA Convention, left to right: Roger, G3SXW (ex-EP21A); Rick, A15P (exEP2DX) and Steve, G4JVG (ex-EP2SL).

nals in the country - must have been polluting the spectrum for 1000 miles radius. I
shudder to think back.
Gradually moved on. Happy with a
KW2000B until some op. told me "it's a
good rig on SSB but sounds like a steamboat
on CW". Rotten devil! So graduated to the

I see I was on 'Top band', Al (as then
coded) from 17.15 to 19.45 on Christmas
Day. What kind of a father was that? Guess
they were all playing rummy or something never could stand cards. I found the 'Top
band' CW world a very friendly place. All
the old guys so very kind and helpful to a
novice with a fist like an elephant's foot.
And I made some great friends. One in particular, Rob - G4GKA is in my log nearly
100 times over the following 2 years, anything up to 2 hours at a time in CW, so I
guess I owe much of any fluency I might
have in the mode to him. Between 1,833
and1,840 MHz was our playground. All
changed now - that's a DX window. And no
Fish Fones.

FT102. FB rig.
Log entries few now - I was teaching in
Adult Education two or three evenings a
week (no, certainly not radio!) and my Personnel Management function just grew and
grew. Socials, quiz nights, football, cricket,
darts, netball etc. I seldom got home til after
midnight. Then snooker (the lads wanted a
Company tournament) and I got nicely involved in that one. Finished up running a
team for Sutton Conservative Club for
eleven years in the local league. Little time
for radio.
At the 1993 S&CRS Dinner, I congratulated
Ron - G3DCZ on winning the G2DMR trophy. "Oh, 1 normally get between 140 and
150 countries for a year" he said. Stone the
crows! Can't he possible.

Colin had to return to study, so good-bye FT
200. BUT there was this Top band transmitter, built by Andy - G4ADM and modified by Cohn. That, plus the B40 and an ex
Tank Corps straight key complete with thigh
straps was now my station equipment. Obviously, when sending my details I could
only say "11B TX". Thank heavens Cohn
was still in the shack when a guy came back
with "what's your line- up?" Hadn't a clue
what he was on about. I screamed the question at Colin. He wrote on my pad "EF91
osc, EF91 BA, 5763 PA". That incantation
(whatever it might mean) seemed to satisfy
the man, so honour was saved.

Rick, Al5P, at the CDXC stand at the HF Convention.
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April 1st . Retired from work. I expected 2
or 3 days of golf a week, walks, bird
watching, fishing, snooker every evening
plus a bit of decorating. Had a partially successful cataract operation and job as fulltime carer when the XYL, Pam, had an accident, smashed her arm and wrecked her
back.
So, went back to radio. Didn't fancy my
chances at all with this DX lark. Never done
any until on 6 January, 1994 I worked
'KX7ABC' on 80m, Op. Milan, QTII
Palanka. The RSGB Callbook said Marshal
Islands. Mid Pacific! Still, very poor novice
operator, name and QTII sound possible.
Just maybe. Cohn came on the 9th to do
AFS. "no reason why not" he said. Well
then, if I can get that, I can get anything. So
I became a DXer! Went at it hammer and
tongs. Claimed 172 and given 169 countries
for 1994 and received the G2DMR trophy
from Netta Komdorffer at the '95 dinner

I was raw, nervous and clumsy but felt fairly
secure - 10 Watts on 160m can't travel far
can it? No, not unless it's being fed to a half
wave dipole at 35 feet! To my horror, I
found Welshmen, Shetlanders, Czechs,
Germans, Italians, Poles and even a Corsican coming back to my crude efforts at radio
communications. I was undoubtedly the
worst operator with one of the biggest sig-
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Proud, proud moment! DX certainly IS

The Board of Directors receives counsel on
various issues from these appointed Advisors: W6WB, W6RQ, WZ6Z, W6CF,
K6KR, K6DC, N6EK, N601, W6RJ,
K6KEO,W6NL.

I received the OSL from Milan, Palanka a
year later; from YU7ABC!!!

DX certainly still IS.

Beacon Project Manager is W6ISQ. Webmaster is K6KR A bi-annual newsletter, edited by Steve Thomas, N6ST, is mailed to
all Foundation members

NCDXF
Bob

Vallio W6RGG

'Die Northern California DX Foundation is

.

pleased to announce the addition of two new
members to its Board of Directors. They are
Glenn Vinson, W6OTC; and Al Burnham,
K6RIM. The complete list of Officers and
Directors is as follows:
K6ANP
W6RGG
NW6P
W6OSP
K6TMB
K6RIM
W6OAT
W6DU
N6ST
W6OTC
W6ISQ

The Foundation maintains a library of
DXpedition and operating slide and video
shows, which may be borrowed by clubs for
presentations. For information on their
availability, please contact Ron Steiner,
K6KEO, at 3154 Dominic Drive, Castro
Valley, CA 94546-1938. The inclusion of an
SASE will hasten your receipt of his reply.

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

For further information on the Foundation,
and to send e-mail, please check out our
web site at: lutp://www.ncdxforg

Mail may be sent to: NCDXF, P.O. Box
2368, Stanford, CA 94309-2368, USA

RSGB President Ian Kyle GI8AYZ / MIOAYZ presents the Geoff Watts Memorial Trophy to the
CDXC team of Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG: Jeff Morris, 9H1EL; and Don Beattie, G3OZF, for

their success in the 1996 RSGB IOTA Contest as 911114.

BLAST FROM THE PAST!

June '84 "Pre-formal CDXC" gathering of leading UK DXers plus XYLs.
Sadly, several are now either SKs' or QRT. How many can you name?
so

CDXC win the AFS CW Contest trophy. From left to right: G3X7r, G4BUO, RSGB President
GI8AYZ G3OZF, G4IFB and G3WGV.
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MCd the DX Dinner on the Saturday evening.
Not only was the food good, but Bob made
this another evening to remember with his
now-famous hilarious radio games. The DX
Dinner was almost a sell-out, so although I
don't have the official figures to hand, numbers certainly seemed to be up on previous
years: a very healthy sign.

VKOIR Heard Island DXpedition. Regular
Convention delegate Ghis Penny, ON5NT,
came over especially from Belgium to present
a slide how and the professionally-made
VKOIR video (for those who haven't seen it, if
you don't have any other DXpedition videos,
this is the one to get - it is superb, of broadcast
TV standard, both technically and with regard
to content.) What came as a surprise was that
sitting in the audience was Wes, W3WL, who
was also on the expedition. Wes is living temporarily in St Albans, and so was also able to
attend the Convention, to the surprise of the
organisers. Wes supplemented Ghis's commentary with a number of his own anecdotes
and both members of the expedition spend
some time after the presentations signing
copies of the KK6EK book.

On the Sunday, I attended the Young Amateur
of the Year presentation for the first time, and
have to admit that, much to my surprise, I was
quite impressed. The winner, Emma
Constantine, 2EIBVJ, is a very mature, confident, 15-year old (now 16) who made a superb
speech which left no doubt that the future of
amateur radio is in safe hands if people like
Emma are coming up through the ranks.
Those who may sneer at a Novice licence, and
a class B Novice licence at that, should note
that Emma was first licensed when she was
just 12 and that she is (sensibly) concentrating
more on GCSEs at present, though she intends
to gain a full class A licence later. Both her
parents are full licensees, so it should be just a
matter of time. The Young Amateur runnerup, Mark Haynes, 2EOAPH, is very active on
28MHz SSB and, having worked him a couple
of times on ground wave, and heard him on
many more occasions, I know he could teach a
few full class As a thing or two about operating techniques and practices!

Throughout the Convention, a team of people
was busy selling raffle tickets for the grand
draw, the star prize being a new FT-900AT
transceiver, donated by Yaesu UK. The profits
from the sale of tickets goes to the RSGB
DXpedition Fund, and since the Fund had
been very genentius in donating £2000 to the
9MOC DXpedition, I felt it only right to try to
sell as many tickets as possible in order to replenish the funds for other DXpeditions. I
found this difficult, as whoever I asked told
me that they had just bought some. I think it is
true to say that by Sunday afternoon the market was well and truly saturated. Needless to
say, I didn't win a prize, but I'm pleased to
say that the winner of the Yaesu FT-900AT
was another CDXC member, Nigel Ludlow,
G4VJM. Congratulations, Nigel.

A special event station, GB6OCC (for the 60 th
aniversyofthCmnwalest),
was running throughout the Convention, again
organised by CDXC members Justin Snow,
G4TSH, and Tony Canning, GOOPB. Poor
conditions didn't put off a number of operators keen to run a pile-up with the unique prefix. The station was in the CDXC room,
which provided a meeting point for many club
members. Next year, I feel we should have a
'signing-in book' to see just how many members attended - my guess is that it was well
over 100. The CDXC room also included a
small display with member's DXpedition
QSLs, photos etc, and a display for our forthcoming 9MOC Spratly DXpedition.

It shouldn't be forgotten that the Convention
is sponsored by the RSGB, as well as our
good friends Martin Lynch & Son and Yaesu
UK, in the shape of CDXC member Barry
Cooper, G4RK0 Next year's event is in midOctober, due to a clash of date with the
`Leicester' Show (which from 1998 will be
held at Castle Donington). Be there - I guarantee you'll have a good time.

SVPPORreare

For many DXers, the highlight of the Convention was the two presentations on the
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DX TRIVIA QUIZ
by Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
1 point for each correct answer, except 5
points for cracking Question 12! Sorry guys,
no prizes: answers on page 62.

a. Republic of Bougainville
b. Biafra
c Turkish Federated State of Cyprus
d. Bophuthatswana

Q 1 . What are the G calls of the following
overseas stations?
a. ZD9SXW
b. ZD8VJ
c. P29DX
d. NU2L

Q7. IOTA. Which islands are represented by
the following IOTA references? (No cheating by looking in the Directory / Yearbook!)
a. 0C-001
b. EU-005
c. EU-001
d. NA-026

Q2. What are the names (first name and surname!) of the following stations? Bonus
point: What was the pseudonym of d when
he was living in 9H?
a. DK7PE
b. SMOAGD
c. KIEA
d. 3W3RR/XYORR/1S I RR/YAORR

Q8. Which of the following is NOT a deleted DXCC country?
a. Yugoslavia
b East Germany
c Czechoslovakia
d. Okino Torishima

Q3. If someone gave the following QTHs,
what would their prefixes be (hint: full prefix including number required, "normal" or
standard prefixes only):
a. Cairns
b. Sapporo
c. Johannesburg
d. Gothenburg (or Goteborg)

Q9. How many current DXCC countries
have "Reel" in their name? And what are
they?
Q10 What do the following DXCC countries (amongst others) have in common: VK,
JA, SM, T3, Oil, VE, SV, ZS, EA? (Clue:
....but LA, (J, F and T2 - amongst others do NOT have in common )

Q4. What are (or were) the home calls of the
following stations?
a. P4OV
b. 5XIT
c. VR2BH
d. T33KK

Q11. What is the callsign of the G operator
or G operators on the following multioperator DXpeditions
a ARIA
b VK9MM
c FOOCI
d. N9US/1015K

Q5. "Funny" prefixes. The following prefixes have all been used by amateurs on the
air, which countries are they?
a. S6
b. H2
c. C4
d. T4

Q12. The main island of a DXCC country
(country A) has the same name as a different
DXCC country (country B) Another DXCC
country (country C) has almost the same
name as a fourth DXCC country (country
D). Country Ft and country D have the same
prefix - what is it 9 (flint: all four DXCC
countries are islands or island groups)

Q6 What are the present-day prefixes of the
DXCC countries from which the following
areas have attempted to split"
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IOTA NEWS

7997 A946

AMENDMENTS TO 1997 RSGB IOTA DIRE(.71FORY & YEARBOOK

A report and pictures by Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG, CDXC Vice-Chairman

A NEW IOTA REFERENCE NUMBERS (existing listed groups now numbered)
AF-06
AF-077
AF-078
AS-125
AS-126
AS-127
A S-128/Pwv
AS-129
0C-217
0C-218
0C-219
0C-220
0C-221
0C-222
0C-223
OC-224iProv

5N4
ZS1
6W

Gulf of Guinea Group (Nigeria)
Cape Province - South Coast Group (S.Africa)
Atlantic Coast South Group (Senegal)
Gulf of Thailand North East Group (Thailand)
Butang Group (Thailand)
Chittagong Region Group (Bangladesh)
Mekong Delta West Group (Vietnam)
Guangdong Province East Group (China)
Kangean Islands (Indonesia)
Matthew Island (New Caledonia)
Tukangbesi Islands (Indonesia)
South Australia State West Group (Australia)
Kai Islands (Indonesia)
Obi Islands (Indonesia)
New South Wales State South Group (Australia)
Tanimbar Islands (Indonesia)

EIS
IIS
S2
XV,3W
BY7
YB3
FK
YB8
VK5
YB8
YB8
VK2
YB8

ONCE AGAIN, THE major event in the UK
DXer's calendar has come and gone - the
RSGB International HF and IOTA Convention, held, as usual at the Beaumont Conference Centre at Old Windsor in Berkshire.
Those regulars who attend every year will
know what a great event it is, but to those
CDXC members who have not been to the HF
Convention - or who have not been in recent
years - I hope this summary will give you a
flavour of the atmosphere and, perhaps, persuade you to attend next year.

UPDATED

G3NOF
GM3BQA
G3KYF
G8JM
GOWAZ
NN2C
G3RZP
G4SOF
G4OBK
(33NKC
G4NXG/M
G4XRX
GM3PPE
G3BBR
G3NOH
G3SW11
G3PMR
G3CAQ
ZS1F1
GMOEC31
GOKJW/M

Oct-97
Jan-97
Jan-97
Jan-97
Oct-97
Jun-97
Jan-97
Jan-97
Sep-97
Oct-97
Oct-97
Jun-97
Oct-97
Jan-97
Feb-97
Feb-97
Oct-97
Dec-96
Jan-97
Feb-97
Sep-97

CW •
Current
Total

306

311

117

304
294

308
297

303
306
303
295
283

309
309
307
299
287
3

SSB
Current Y Total
328
364
328
357
326
344
320

324

296
281
318

301
284
323

257

261

280
267
261

283
271
265

MIXED
Current
Total
328
364
328
357
326
348
324
365
324
328
324
324
321
325
321
321
319
324
319
322
318
323
311
315
308
314
306
309 _
304
308
296
300
294
298
285
291
283
286
267
271
261
265

The next table will be published in the March, 1998 edition of Newsletter.
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would not attend a purely DX gathering. Who
knows, some of them - watching the VKOIR
video - may just get hooked on DXing too!
After more than a year of experimentation, the
73kHz gang descended on Windsor this year
to swap experiences. As if pulling a rabbit out
of his hat, RSGB President Ian Kyle,
GI8AYZ, was able to announce that a new
band of around 136kHz would become available to all UK licensees early next year. This
announcement was appreciated not only by
the 73kHz operators, but also by the more traditional DXers who see a European-wide allocation at long wave to be something of a DX
challenge.

The Convention is many things to many people, but to me it is mainly a social event.
There are people I meet at the Convention
every year, but whom I rarely, if ever, meet at
any other time. Many UK DXers rarely talk to
each other - they're too busy working the DX
- so the Convention provides an ideal opportunity to catch up with old friends, swap stories of the ones that got away, or just how
easy it was to work VKOIR on all bands! I
was particularly pleased to meet Rick, Al5P,
for the first time, having worked him on numerous occasions from various locations
around the world. What I didn't realise was
that he was EP2DX back in the late 1960s and
early 70s, and one of the first DX stations I
remember hearing as a young SWL! About
ten years later I became EP2SL, and it transpired that Rick knew Alf Wilson, ex-EP2TW
and now 5B4AFB, and Harry McQuillan, exEP2BQ and now ZL2SQ very well - both of
whom I have visited whilst in Cyprus and
New Zealand.

CDXC HONOR ROLL CHASER TABLE
CALL

/// /OM 004/VE1770#

4

With three parallel lecture streams running, it
is, of course, impossible to attend everything.
On the Saturday I was at the HF trophies presentation, along with Jeff, 9H1EL and Don,
G3OZF, to collect the Geoff Watts Memorial
Trophy for our IOTA Contest operation last
year as 9HOA (the story of this operation has
already been written up in the CDXC Newsletter by Don). The CDXC 'A' Team of
G4BUO, G3OZF, G4IFB, G3XTT and
G3WGV also won the trophy for the top team
in the AFS (Affiliated Society) CW contest.
Following the trophy presentations was an HF
Contest Open Forum, which raised such controversial topics as 'Contest Ethics', and it
was certainly interesting to note how different
groups or individuals interpreted rules in a different fashion.
Several other CDXC members were also responsible for well-attended presentations, including Don Field, G3XTT, on `DX Operating Techniques - Beginner to Expert'; and
Martin Atherton, G3ZAY; Neville Cheadle,
G3NUG; and Roger Balister, G3KMA, of the
RSGB IOTA Committee who had a number of
IOTA presentations.

Of course, the International HF and IOTA
Convention isn't a pure DX convention, but
it's true to say that without the DXers - and
almost all are CDXC members - the HF Convention wouldn't exist. However, whilst there
were still several DX presentations, this year
there was a somewhat more technical theme to
some of the lectures, and this is important as it
helps to bring in the day visitors who perhaps

Bob Whelan, G3PJT, once again expertly
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